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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Friday

December 4, 1981

Haig, foreign diplomats discuss El Salvador's turmoil
CASTRIES, St. Lucia (AP) - Secre- Colombia.
tary of State Alexander Haig Jr. met Haig had been scheduled to speak to
privately with the foreign ministers of the assembly before lunch, but the
Brazil, Argentine and Chile yesterday session moved so slowly that by midwhile waiting to address the Organi- day it had accomplished only one
zation of American States.
major piece of business - admitting to
membership two newly independent
The Brazilian and Argentine diplo- Caribbean states - Antigua and Barmats said the turmoil in El Salvador buda, and St. Vincent and the Grenawas discussed, but they provided few dines.
details. Haig also planned to meet
Both are very small, poor and prewith the foreign ministers of El Salvador - where a U.S.-backed govern- dominantly black island nations that
ment is battling leftist guerrillas -and used to be British colonies. Their

membership boosts the OAS rolls to 29
countries.
A major question at the conference
has been whether Haig will appeal to
the hemisphere to join in a tough line
against Cuba.
That prospect was not dispelled by
Haig's meeting Wednesday with Nicaragua's foreign minister, Miguel D'Escoto Brockman, after which Haig
criticized Cuban presence in Nicaragua and what he called Nicaragua's

"interventionism in El Salvador."
D'ESCOTO RESPONDED by calling the United States "the only American country to have made military
intervention a custom."
Before yesterday morning's assembly session, Foreign Ministers Ramiro Saraiva Guerreiro of Brazil, Oscar
Camilion of Argentina and Rene Rojas of Chile arrived at Haig's headquarters in a small villa overlooking
the Caribbean.

by Jeff Diver
News reporter
Editor's Note: This Is the second
part of a series examining energy
consumption and conservation attempts at the University.
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Camilion said he and Haig discussed the El Salvador civil war and
found themselves in substantial
agreement. Camilion declined to discuss with reporters what measures
concerning El Salvador the OAS assembly might be asked to adopt.
SARAIVA, THE the Brazilian diplomat, said he and Haig discussed bilat-

eral issues, but that "as is natural, we
had an interchange" of ideas about El
Salvador.
Rojas told reporters that the questions of Cuba, Central America, and
allegations of subversion in much of
Latin America did not even come up
when he talked to Haig. He said they
discussed bilateral issues, but did not
talk about human rights. The administration of former President Jimmy
Carter was frequently critical of
Chile's human rights record under
President Augusto Pinochet.

Saving energy important at University

Annual BGSU Electricity Consumption
1973-1981
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Brazil, Argentina and Chile all are
major economic and political powers
in South America and all are run by
military governments.

1981

More than S4 million, or 4.6 percent
of the University's budget, is spent
annually for utility costs, Dr. Thomas
Cobb, chairman of the University
Energy Task Force, said.
"This is a real concern. It's taking a
larger and larger fraction of the overall University budget to pay the University's utility billthan it did several
years ago," he said. "The relative
cost in comparison to everything else
is increasing, and it's kind of alarming."
Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice
provost for planning and budgeting,
said that out of the state- and studentsupported University educational
budget of $62.7 million for 1981-82, S2.9
million is budgeted for utilities, an
increase of $500,000 over 1980-81.
"THE COST utilities is one of the
most rapidly escalating portions of

'EVERY DOLLAR we don't have
our budget," Eakin said.
"I think that eventually student fees to pay the utility companies is a dollar
will go up more if energy costs keep available for academic programming
going up. I don't see any other choice. or something else," he said. "Money
We can't run the University without saved from utility expenditures could
energy," Charles Codding, director of be reflected in reduced tuition or at
the physical plant and a task force least slower increases in tuition and in
resident dormitory expenses."
member.
Cobb said the task force has impleCobb, who is assistant vice provost mented several projects on a low
for research of the graduate college, profile for energy conservation and
said University electric consumption plans numerous more in the future.
"Up to now, the task force has not
has decreased by 20 percent in the last
eight years "in spite of the addition of wanted to take on a visable role," he
three large buildings - the Alumni said. "We haven't had to infringe on
Center, the Student Recreation Cen- people's lifestyles at the University
ter and the Moore Musical Arts Cen- up to now.
"THE BIG HOLES in the bucket
ter. The Alumni Center is even
are filled. Now we are facing a situacompletely electrically run."
tion where the holes are smaller and
BECAUSE OF the increasing cost the pinches are going to hurt," Cobb
of utilities despite consumption-re- said
Electricity is by far the Universiducing efforts, the Energy Task
Force was reinstated in 1979 by then ty's largest costing utility, consuming
University President H oil is Moore, more than 2/3 of the total bill at a cost
Jr. The task force consists of 13 mem- of about $2.6 million for the 1980-81
bers and three student interns from school year. Cobb said he sees more
possibilities for electricity savings.
various areas of the University.
"The last person out of a room
Cobb said that one of the key roles
of the task force is to raise the Univer- should turn the lights out," he said.
Cobb added that the peak demand
sity's awareness of energy conservation that could save on its total energy period for electricity is between 10
continued on pap* 8
bill.

graphics by Mike McKeon

Nursing home residents
enjoy Christmas holiday
for my birthday, and I'm proud of
each and every one of them. " He
says, "I just love little kids. I go to the
schools and tell them about my life.
The holidays can be a lonely time.
Particularly for some nursing home They think it's real interesting.
residents who experience the holiday
"Well the mayor lust wrote to me on
blues because they often have no
my birthday and offered me the keys
home to go to.
to Bowling Green," he explains, It
But the residents of the Community was as simple as that. I don't rightly
Nursing Home can look forward to know why Igot them."
Christmas because of a variety of
holiday programs scheduled throughAn alert man with crinkly blue eyes
out December, including Girl Scout and a gentle disposition, Hottmann
and Brownie carollers, a recital from peers over his glasses expectedly and
a University choral group and the leans forward in his chair while tellsnowy bearded St. Nick himself dis- ing of his boyhood in upper Sandusky
tributing presents on Christmas day.
by Linda Perez
News Reporter

But for resident Clark Jimison,
these activities are relatively meaningless.
HE DOES NOT have any plans for
Christmas but intends to spend it at
the home. Stroking a week's growth of
stubble on his chin, his voice alternates in tone as he reminisces on his
boyhood in Bowling Green.
"But you know, I really don't care
whether I live or not. My family's
Jetting scattered all over the place,
d just as soon kick off myself," he
says.
Not all residents are as despondent
about Christmas as Clark.
For Corral Hottmann, Community's oldest resident at 100 years, life
has been pretty eventful. His room is
evidence of his involvement in a variety of activities.
Posters made in honor of Corral's
100th birthday in October from Bowling Green grade school children take
up most the space on bis walls.
"EVERY KID made me a poster

'Yes, if only people would
remember what Christmas
really means. That would be
my wish for Christmas.'
Callie Hahn
and the plumbing shop he owned and
operated with his wile for nearly 25
years in Bowling Green. He also tells
of his life at Community Nursing
Home, maintaining that he doesn't
miss his youth for he never had lost it.
"THEY GIVE me every kind of
chore there is to do around here. I peel
apples in the kitchen, and pass balls
around at exercise time, set up chairs
for meetings. I even wheel people
around who needs wheeling. I can't
stand to do nothing."
Still, Corral is sympathetic toward
those less fortunate than him. He
realizes he is lucky that he can still
walk and think and function as well as

Inside

Weather
Board approves
SS X &U trustee professor
Mostly cloudy, traveler's

percent chance of precipitation.
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he does, and he tries to help the other
residents when they cry out in their
pain and loneliness.
This philosophy of caring is not
something that recently evolved in
Corral at the home; he's had this
attitude all his life. Childless himself,
he and Alma have paid for the children of several friends to attend college.
"I see a little girl go down the street
and she got no mittens. I go and buy
her some then. It's something I should
do," he says.
Corral realizes that this philosophy
is not characteristic of most people
today, and laments that many do not
take the time to stop and engage in
simple conversation with others. If
only enough people could understand
the importance of reaching out to
their fellow men. he says, life would
be a much richer experience for
them.
"Then everyday would be like
Christmas," he smiles.
CALLIE HAHN is 83, with the mind
of a 20-year-old. Pale and wren-like,
she is a pretty woman, with soft white
hair and china blue eyes. She describes herself, though, in a much
different way.
"I'm a really dyed-in-the-wool old
maid. It's my own fault. The men I did
keep company with would turn out to
be married and with kids. But I'm
really pretty satisfied the way I am,"
she says.
Callie entered Community Nursing
Home seven months ago at the suggestion of her family, who felt she
could no longer take care of herself. A
niece offered to take her in but she
continued on page 4 -

staff photo by Deen Koeptler
Howard Williams, a stationary engineer at the University coal-steam generation plant, sweeps coal dust oil the floor
of the building. Williams says that during the winter the furnaces which reach 2,400 degrees Fahrenheit, will burn
120 to 150 tons of coal a day to heat the University.

BG hopeful vs.
Eagles
Page 11

Christmas
Tidings
Page 12
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U.S. may parallel British election
WASHINGTON-The victory of Shirley Williams in the Crosby by-election outside Liverpool, last week
made her the first person claiming
membership in Britain's new Social
Democratic Party to win a seat in
Parliament. In trouncing the Conservative and Labor candidates in what
have been historically a Tory stronghold, she became the 24th SDP member of Parliament, the others all
having switched from the Labor or
Conservative benches.

■■■■■■■i"""
__
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rose by one-quarter of 1 percent In the
July-September quarter.

But that was not help in the Crosby
election, because unemployment was
at a record postwar high and the
economy was still more than 7 perby David Broder
cent smaller-in real terms-than it
Syndic «f«d Column m
had been when the Tories came to.
power in the spring of 1979.
There are enough differences bean unexpected recession in this coun- tween the Reagan and Thatcher protry just about as quickly as they led to grams and between the American and
aplanned recession in the first vear of British economies to make anyone
about predicting a similarly
But the election meant much more Thatcher's government-and for the cautious
bleak picture here when the Reagan
than that. It confirmed the public same reason.
economy
arrives at its third birthday.
opinion polls showing that the SDPBut there are also enough similari"Tight control of the money supply
Liberal alliance which supported Williams now commands such a strong in an imperfect economy," Williams ties to make Williams' book a cautiotale for out own conservatives
Kurality in Britain as to gain a malor- writes, "nits investment and employ- nary stimulating
treatise for those
j in Parliament if a new election ment harder and sooner than it hits and
inflation. When interest rates in- Democrats struggling to find sensible
were being held today.
When Prime Minister Margaret crease, firms put off new investment; alternatives to the Reagan policies, if
Thatcher actually calls that election, firms unable to finance working capi- they prove to be a failure.
in the autumn of 1983 or the spring of tal go to the wall; moreover, higher
Williams has some plausible no1964, it is very likely that Williams' costs are often passed on in the form tions
about industrial and technologivictory will be seen as a landmark in of higher prices...."
cal innovation, about job training and
the political realignment of that na"Tight money," she says, "similary the alternation of education ana emtion. And it is far from impossible that
throughout a working life,
the former Labor minister of educa- hits jobs long before it hits wages. ployment
the encouragement of small
tion could become Thatcher's succes- Organized labor is often strong about
enough to resist and delay any at- business, the democratization of
sor.
unions, the application of incomes
tempt to drive real wages down.'
This may be less true in the United policy, the improvement of schools,
So it was not lust academic curiosand
about the return of social services
ity that set me last weekend to read- States than in Britain, she concedes,
ing "Politics Is For People," the because of the relative weakness of to the community level. All of them
Harvard University Press published American unions. But in either coun- are challenges for us no less than for
last August as a much-expanded ver- try "real wages will only fall when Britain.
Most refreshing of all, she brings a
sion of the Godkin lectures Williams unemployment has gone so high that
deliverd in Cambridge, Mass., in I960. it has seriously undermined the human intelligence to these topics
that makes it easy to see why she is
Nor are her thoughts pertinent only to unions' bargaining power."
That analysis has been borne out by such a popular candidate of the hustunderstanding of what is happening
today in British politics. Much of what events in Britain since the Thatcher ings.
The same combination of qualities
she has to say applies to our own government came to power. Last
week, The Economist proclaimed that that is bringing a new party to birth in
situation.
The monetarist elements of Presi- the Thatcher recession had ended, Britain could contribute to the rebirth
dent Reagan's policies have produced because the gross national product of the oldest party here.

Christmas wishes

Christmas: a feeling from the heart
The Christmas season is always a ■■■■^■■i
special time for me. I look forward
every year to Christmas shopping, 17/A/^aiC
going out with my father to hunt for a M: \J\, U 3
tree and giving presents to those who
are close to me.

But I also feel a bit of dissappointment during yuletide, and for many
years I didn't know why. But I finally
realized that the style of Christmas
that is depicted in everything around
me, from Christmas cards to TV
specials, is a far cry from reality.
It all started when I first found out
that Santa Claus was just a symbol of
Christmas and not a real person who
lived up North. For years I fell asleep
at the foot of my bedroom window
while waiting to hear sleighbells and a
"ho+o-no" coming from the sky,
CHRIS SHERK: Santa already jolly
all for nothing. Lying in bed that
brought you your Christmas present- and
year I felt sorrow when picturing my
another job. Best wishes.
parents stuffing my stocking and
my presents under the tree
PRODUCTION CREW Who knows, placing
instead of the fat old man in the red
maybe everyone will be adequately suit.
trained by the end of the year. I know
it's not your fault, but I'm just trying
And while I'm on the subject of old
to abide by the Board Of Publications' St. Nick, if everybody is supposed to
motto: "Avoid the issue and pass the love him so much, how come every
buck, it's easier, safer and you won't Christmas I walk through department
get stuck." May Santa bring you stores and see children screaming in
sharp exacto knives and a restful fright when their mothers force them
to sit on some Santa's lap.
Christmas break.
And what about Christmas cards?
DANA KORTOKRAX AND STU- Each year I receive cards with picDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA- tures of a quaint little church in the
TION: On Christmas morning, may midst of a soft Christmas snowfall.
you find the following in vow Last year my family and I had to
Christmas stockings: a copy of the carry umbrellas to our church service
constitution in its entirety, a minia- because it was pouring down rain.
ture Richard Ward, a complete set of I've never seen a Christmas card with
the News editorials from spring quar- that kind of scene on it.
ter ("As the SGA saga continues...)
and an "I love Clint Garber" button.

Editor says farewell to the News
My farewell column as editor of the
News Is going to break tradition. It's
not full of complaints, just simply my
Christmas wishes for others.
THE PLACEMENT SCHEDULE:
Only Santa Claus himself could have
Cted the printing of this in the
3 this quarter. It's too bad that
closed ears and budget cuts had to get
in the way. And yes, did I detect a Dit
of stubbornness?
RICHARD WARD: May your fighting
words rest in peace and may you
someday meet Clint Garber in a dark
alley.
THE UNIVERSITY BOARD OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS: What can I
say that I haven't said over and over
again? By the way Kathy Lewton, it
wasn't the heat that I couldn't
take...And I hope that you get everything you deserve in your No-nonsense Christmas stocking.

Focus
by Lisa Bowers
Editor

BECKY BROOKS: I hope that Santa
brings you the strength to survive the
quarter and the persistence to overcome the computers and the Board.
KATHIE COO,: Read your copy and
go home. Maybe Santa will provide
you with a ticket to a tropical paradise if you wish hard enough.
PHOTOGRAPHERS: I knew you'd
like being right after Kathie. After all,
you worked so well together just as
you did with everyone. May Santa
bring you some new lenses so that you
might see the world in its true light.

COMPUGRAPHIC INC.:May Santa
bring you some computers to sell that REPORTERS: On Christmas mornwon t break down every other day.
ing, you will all find Compugraphic
toys under your trees. After you get
VICE PRESIDENT RICHARD ED- done pounding the keys, carefully
WARDS: In your Christmas stocking, place your foot through the screen.
I hope you find a well-deserved ticket Kick hard. After you're done abusing
for a vacation trip to England. Thanks it, pick up the sick, little computer
for your support and sensitivity as a ana do one of the following. 1 (Flush it.
member of the Board of Publications. 2)Bury it. 3)Ax it. It will make your
Christmas Day a happy one.
DEREK DICKINSON AND STUDENT COURT: Sorry, but that focus MARY BARNES: Santa wants you to
column was not malicious or libelous. have a terminal of your own so that
Who did you say your lawyer was? If you can write headlines like: World
you're good, maybe Santa will bring hunger - a weighty problem and Child
abuse hits day-care centers.
you a new one.
INTERIM DIRECTOR OF STU- CINDY WHITAKER: This will be
DENT PUBLICATIONS ROBERT your first Christmas as a foolish marBORTEL: I hope Santa provides you ried woman. In your stocking, I hope
with the whip and Bible you will need. you find a job offer, a "fuller night
Maybe he will also bring you some Sown", and many happy years with
amie.
more books on trapping.
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CATHY, MARY AND LINDA: Santa
will bring you all kinds of just rewards for your support. And I induct
you as honorary members of the
Society of Professional Psychiatrists.
MOM, DAD AND KEVIN: Santa will
bring me home for the holidays. And
you know what? You were right, there
is life outside of the News.
TO THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY: My wish to you is that you
remember that the people that work
at the News spend a great deal of time
trying to give this community the best
coverage they can. But they also have
responsibilities as students. We may
miss stories, have computer and staff
problems and simply make mistakes.
And we regret that. But we are here to
learn, just as the rest of this community is. And that's precisely what
we're doing. Learning.
As one author wrote: "God grant
me the serenity to accept the things I
cannot change, courage to change the
things that I can, and wisdom to Know
the difference."
We're trying.

I can say one good thing for those
little kiddie specials that appear each
year at this time. Any child who
watches Santa Claus depicted as a
stubby little animated puppet that
walks around like a robot with a
by Scott Sleek
corncob up his control panel is sure to
realize that no human being, not even
Staff Reporter
Santa Claus, would allow himself to
appear so ridiculous.
Sometimes the Grinch seems to be
Many cards depict a sleigh being
drawn by two beautiful horses the only realistic character on telethrough a picturesque snow-covered vision.
trail. The only other time I've witMany time it isn't until Christmas
nessed a scene like that is on a BudEve when I accompany my tt mily to
weiser commercial.
Christmas Eve church services that I
And then there are Christmas trees. remember the reason we celebrate
Have you ever noticed that the this holiday after all. The birth of
Christmas trees that appear on greet- Christ easily gets lost in all the tinsel
ing gards are always perfectly and glitter. But I guess it's at that
shaped. It seems that the trees my time, when I'm with all my family
family buys every year have more and friends, that I come to realize that
branches and pine needles at the top maybe Christmas isn't supposed to be
or in the middle rather than on the like it is in fairy tales and Christmas
bottom. Many times there have been cards.
huge bare spots, or branches that
have stuck out and poked me whenI guess Christmas is a feeling that
ever I walked by. Compounded by the comes from the heart. So it doesn't
fact that the tree drops needles all matter that Santa Claus doesn't exist,
over the floor and the dog always or that we don't always have a white
wants to do her business under it, I Christmas, or that the dog makes a
sometimes think it would be easier to mess under the Christmas tree. We
do away with having the traditional have to make Christmas special for
live Christmas tree and buying one of ourselves rather than depending on
those silver artificial ones from K- old man winter or Santa Claus to do it
Mart.
for us.
In rapping up this column, which
Television seems to misconcieve appears on a page that is usually
Christmas the most. I am getting filled with letters of complaints and
rather tired of seeing Perry Como criticism, I would like to make one
frolic through his winter wonderland simple, non-critical and sincere
and puppet reindeer flying around the statement.
TV screen.
Merry Christmas!

Bus riders need rules of etiquette

I have a bone to pick with Greyhound.
Or more specifically, with Greyhound
passengers.
This is the time of year when travel
is heaviest and many people are
forced to "leave the driving to someone else." A bus ride can be a pleasant experience or a traveling
nightmare. But by following a few
rules of bus etiquette, the ride can be
less objectionable to all.
1) Passengers should remember
that they have purchased only one
ticket and are entitled to only one
seat. I'll never understand why people
sprawl out over two seats and play the
'I'm sleeping so you can't sit next to
me trick.*
Another common scene: you have
just boarded the bus with three suitcases, two tote bags, one backpack
and a partridge in a pear tree only to
find all seats filled, or so you think.
But on second glance, you notice
people have put belongings onto seats
and as the bus starts up and you are

Focus
by Mary Barnes
Wire Editor

tossed and lurched, no one will move.
While people may have children
riding free as "lap riders", these lap
riders are not entitled to seats unless
they are empty. I've seen more than
one beligerent mother bristle at the
suggestion of having to hold a postpuberty "large for her age" lap rider.
Another area which poses a problem is the obese rider, who through no
fault of his own, takes up one and
three-fourths seats. Now. when only
one-fourth of a seat is left for a fullsize, full price-paying passenger,
something's got to give.
Some other rules of bus etiquette
are:

2) Do not leave luggage in the aisle.
3) Do not smoke in the non-smoking
section of the bus (smoke and motion
combined tend to make some people
very 111.
4) Do not eat overly messy or noisy
foods.
5) Do not blare a radio.
6) If your laundry smells like the
city dump, maybe it's best not to
bring it into the passenger portion of
the bus and inflict it on a captive
audience. Put it in the luggage section
beneath the bus.
Remember, sharing a seat is not a
life-long commitment. But you may
make a friend or at least have a
couple hours of pleasant conversation
or quiet companionship.
Most of all, be cooperative. Everyone is in the same boat (so to speak).
If these rules are followed, bus
riding can be a less frustrating experience, not only during this busy holiday season, but throughout the rest of
the year. Happy holidays and happy
riding.

Letters.
Author states wrong
meaning of the star
In a recent focus column, "Fear
and Loathing: The New Right", your
last paragraph stated: "Where Is the
star? Like one of the shepherds biding
over his flock 2,000 years ago, I would
rejoice over its appearance.''
1 would like to submit to you that the
appearance of the star was not what
the shepherds rejoiced over (in fact,
they found out about Jesus by ana
angel, not the star). The shepherds
rejoiced over the fact that the Savior,
who is Christ the Lord, was bom.
We can rejoice that Jesus is Saviour

and Lord - now as He was then. We
don't have to look for another star.
William Herald
407 ConnMut

1981 Soccer team
expresses gratitude
The members of the 1961 BGSU Soccer Team would like to express their
gratitude for the spirit and support
provided by The BG News, the fans,
Spirit and Traditions, and the entire
community.
Your backing has helped us to the
best season in Bowling Green soccer
history and we owe a great deal to

create a forum for the open exchange
you.
On behalf of the entire BGSU Soccer of ideas and opinions on this campus
Team, we would like to say "thanks". through the News. Whether you have
agreed with the opinions that have
appeared on this page or not, we hope
Cc-c«pUlni
they have have at least made you
Doug StapMon
think, and at most inspired you to
JlmHouM
become involved.
Unfortunately space limitations
News praises readers prohibit
us from printing every letter
column we receive. But you serve
for letters, columns or
an important function: you are our
Usually the letters on this page are barometer to what you, our readers,
to the editor, but this h a letter of a are thinking.
different sort. This letter is to all of
We look forward to hearing from
our readers who have taken the time you in the new year. Have a cife and
and cared enough this quarter to happy holiday season.
write a letter or column.
The Editorial Board
We commend vou for helping to

Tkt BG New Dmrtir 4. INI 3

Student officer elections New director appointed
will have greater privacy
b> Marie Cisterin*
Newt staff reporter

by Scott Sleek
Newt staff reporter
Students will have more privacy in
voting during election of student government officers next quarter, Shelly
Giterman, acting vice president of the
student body, said recently.
Giterman said that students will be
able to mark their ballots in private
voting booths in the next election. In
the election of the student body constitution last month, there was no secluded area for marking ballots, and
a complaint was made.
"There's also going to be locked
ballot boxes to put your vote in afterward and these will only be seen by
the Elections and Opinions Board/'
she said.
Poll workers will be instructed aoi
to solicit votes during balloting, and
no campaigning will be permitted

within 25 feet of polling booths, Giterman said.
She said there will be no tickets in
this election, which was done in past
student government campaigns.
"This way it'll be more fair for the
kids running," she said.
ACCORDING TO RULES written
by the Elections and Opinions Board,
students wishing to run for a position
in student government must be in
good academic standing at the University and must obtain 25 student
signatures to be turned in by Jan. 13.
Students running for at-large representative, vice-president and president must have completed one full
academic year at the University.
Officers, at-large representatives
and organizational representatives
will serve from Jan. 25 until the end of
spring quarter, when the normal elec-

BG logThe POMMERETTES, the University Precision Dance Team, will

Sirform at halftime at the Bowling
reen - Morehead State basketball
game Saturday.

tion procedure outlined in the constitution will begin.
The term of office for on and «ffcampus district representatives will
be from Jan. 25 until the third week of
fall semester.
Candidates will be given a maximum of 50 to spend on campaigning,
and they are prohibited from promoting the candidacy of other individuals
or joining in any agreements with
other candidates.
Candidates are limited to bulletin
boards and kiosks for putting up campaign information, and they are not
permitted to campaign-door to door or
to use sound amplifying devices. They
must receive written permission from
the Office of Residence Life to campaign in any University housing.
Violations of the rules may be
brought to the attention of the Elections and Opinions Board, and hearings dealing with complaints will be
held. If found guilty a candidate may
be disqualified from the election.
"Everything that the Elections and
Opinions Board is doing is documented," Giterman said, "and that
proves that we're remaining impar-

MEDICAL STUDENTS
FINANCIAL AIDS
The U.S. Air Force has scholarships available for students who will be entering their
first year of Medical Osteopathic school.
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• FULL TUITION
• ACADEMIC FEES
• TEXTBOOKS
• SUPPLIES
• $530 PER MONTH STIPEND FOR
10% MONTHS
Forty-live days active duty lor training
each year designed to orientate scholarship members to the Air Force Medical
Service and supplement their regular
academic schedules. Members are commissioned Second Lieutenants in the Air
Force Reserve, and recieve lull pay and
allowances during the 45-day tour.
For further information contact
USAF Health Professions Recruitment
7550 Lucerne Drive. Suite 400
Middleburg Hts., Ohio 44130
ATTN: TSgt Mike Czulno

INVITES YOU TO*
OPEN THE HOLIDAY
SEASON

SUN. DEC. 6,
FROM 2-4 p.m.

WITH A VIEWING
OF HANDCRAFTED
GIFTS AND OBJECTS
OF ART

James Hodge has only been the
new director of development at the
University for four days, and he is
already asking for more money,
but that is his job.
As development director, Hodge
will be responsible for seeking and
maintaining corporate and foundation support to subsidize scholarship, general and special
programs at the University.
"One of our goals is to make sure
we continue to enhance our
relationship with members of the
academic community in two
ways," he said.
"ONE IS SO they understand the
policies and functions of our office
and two, so that we understand
what they preceive to be the most
important goals and objectives of
the University."
During the last four years, total
private support to the University,
including funds from the alumni,
has totalled nearly 6 million.
While working two years in the
planned giving program, Hodge
generated more than 1.7 million in
future gifts for the University. He

also directed the annual Senior
Challenge program that collected
more than 50,000 from graduating
student pledges in the last two
years.
PART OF HIS JOB as director is
to establish strong lines of communication, Hodge said.
"We want to continue to increase
the generous financial support we
have received over the years from
alumni, faculty, friends and the
corporate community, " he said.
"We do that by communicating
to them about BGSU's best products - the students and graduates
and about some of the fine services
we provide to Northwestern Ohio
such as music and art shows."

reputation we have with other colleges and universities and with
alumni and friends, and as we face
the future and inflation, we have to
do a bigger part to help students
with programs and scholarships,"
he said.
Prior to joining the development
office staff, Hodge was assistant
director of the program advisement office in the College of Education. His responsibilities included
advising all secondary education
majors in the college and also
initiating a selective recruitment
program.

THE OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT is concerned with increasing private financial support,
in order to provide more services
to the students, Hodge said.
"We are very pleased to utilize
support in various ways, " he said,
citing some examples that include
the promotion of student art shows
and providing alumni merit and
special book scholarships.
"Our goal is to continue the fine

Jamas Hodg.

/{utiitwtp
Kings Productions Auditions

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Michigan Union. Kuenzel Boom

Dec ll.2-6pm

KINGS ISLAND

American Heritage MUSK Hall

Jan 23824: K>6p.m.

Productions feature professionally designed scene.y costumes, staging and choreography in fully
equipped theatres and outdoor stages
Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists
Technicians • Variety Performers
S180-S250/week
One round trip an fare w* be paid to hired performers traveling over
250 miles to tne part;
Conuct PM* O» Knj, Proojcnoro Iw Iwmri judron rtormjnon
King-. Prooucny* tr*M*fW*nt Dfpl I93P H*funa Ave Cotirwuti OH4S2I9
Knp IWnd. live Sho*-. Oroi Kings Njno OH 4SOJ4

Call Collect (216) 522-4325

£MJi

I

£>

l3Wim£"
«.,...—, .1*
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Dixie Electric Co. .
Inc.
An Entertainment Utility

MABIATTH

Saturday Dec. 5
Tm Late, I'm Late for a very
important Date!"
Don't you be late for the Dixie
MADHATTER PARTY!

We will be looking for the most
unusual hat!
So come on out with your
favorite hat.
Remember MAD midnight.

BUCKLE UP THE "SANTE FE" LOOKBIG NEWS OUT OF THE SOUTHWEST, MISS J
These are the important belts for your pants and jeans.
The embossed "concho shell" buckles are of silvery metal
with turquoise-look centers. The supple, stamped harness
leather is in brown, 2V4" wide By Just Me.
Top belt, $24; Bottom belt with conchos at sides. $35

Jacobson's
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EVENINGS. SATURDAY UNTIL 6:00 PM

COME PLUG YOURSELF IN

4 TW H Htm Dnatn 4. 1*61

Past dean returns to classroom as trustee professor
by David Sigworth
News itaff reporter
His schedule is tightly filled; even
more compact than his little office,
hidden away on the first floor of the
Education Building. But that schedule
is a bit more flexible than in the past,
now that Dr. David Elsass has returned to the classroom as a Trustee
Professor.
Elsass, the dean of the College of
Education from 1971-81, is the seventh
person to receive the distinction of
Trustee Professor, awarded to adminstrators relinquishing their positions
after distinguished service of 10 years

Nursing

And, spending time "above and
beyond because of interest," Elsass is
the director of the Educational Memorabilia Center, located in the little
schoolhouse south of the Education
Building.
The center has gathered about 2,000
print and non-print items, Elsass
said. As one of the few remaining
persons who helped start the center,
Elsass said he would like to make the
structure more institutionalized; less
personalized to just a small group of
persons.
"... so when I leave I'll be sure that
that little schoolhouse will still be.
there," he said.
A LOT OF THINGS are not here

or more to return to tenured faculty
status.
The Board of Trustees approved the
title at its Nov. 13 meeting, to be
effective since Sept. 15 of this year.
AND ALTHOUGH he said his teaching load as a Trustee Professor is twothirds a normal load, Elsass still does
not have much time to just sit back
and look through some of the many
books which occupy a large portion of
his office.
Besides teaching and advising
graduate students, Elsass serves in
advisory and commitee member roles
for the state, a job continued from his
days as dean.

compared to when Elsass first joined
the staff of the University - his undergraduate alma mater - back in 1960 as
an instructor. As be pointed out, his
office is located on what used to be the
west end of the University's football
field.
Elsass said he moved up to assistant to the dean in 1961 and continued
advancing until appointed dean in
1971. At the same time, he said, he
gradually was moving up from instructor to professor.
But besides devoting time to his
.positions at the University, Elsass
also served more than three terms on
Bowling Green City Council, re-

signing during his fourth term because of his appointment as dean.
The number of students enrolled in
education has fluctuated between 3,000 and 7,000 since Elsass joined the
University, he said. But the lob opportunities have fallen, he added, and
that is too bad because the students
currently enrolled "really have a
commitment to teaching. It's unfortunate how it's so difficult for them to
get lobs."
Finding a job in teaching is tough
and competitive, Elsass said,.but "if
you're mobile for a couple of years or
so there are areas of the country (in
need of teachers)."

Or. David

EIHM

from page 1

would not accept, explaining that she
didn't want to become a burden to
anyone.
"It's reasonably clean here, and
they feed us well, but the one thing I
do want to stress is that the residents
do enjoy the variety of activities offered here. For myself, I attend everything but am rather partial to the
crafts,' she says.
IT IS NO wonder. Callie and her
sister Nettie were seamstresses and
ran their own shop, catering to both
men and women, for 30 years in
Pemberville. Gingerly, she touches
the quilted mats she has made for the

bazaar.
"I don't like these things. They look
like they belong in the Kitchen. But
never mind me, she interjects, "I'm
very outspoken. It's not a trait to
cultivate.
When Callie was a young woman
before World War I, she had wanted to
be a writer and intended to go to
college to study English. During the
war, however, she had given up her
dream to help her widowed mother by
working on her family farm in Pemberville.
"This was a mistake on my part. I
do think we were given this mentality,
and if we don't use it, it's not right.

They say we use only five percent of
our brains.
Of course, we've done some pretty
wonderful things with that five percent," she adds.

really means. That would be my wish
for Christmas."

"I'M SANTA Claus. By golly, you'd
better be good."
Laughing and flirting with the
CALLIE LOOKS forward to nurses, it took the spry 78-year-old
Christmas, vet in a different way than Dee Warnn five minutes to admit who
she has in the past.
he really was.
"I wish we could remember the
"Why they don't get so damned
meaning of the day instead of all the mad at me I can't figure out. But I
commercialization. Our thoughts guess they know I'm teasing them,"
aren't where they really should be. he says.
Christmas used to be a get-together
A former truck driver for Saunders
day. Now far too much emphasis is Mills, the Perrysburg-born Warnn
placed on gifts.Yes, if only people relishes talking of his driving days,
would remember what Christmas and his routes from Toledo to Califor-

nia.
"After two weeks on the road, I'd
begin to forget what home really was.
It was a dog's life, but if I could live
my life all over again I'd still be a
truck driver. I've always loved to
meet and talk with people," he says.
A NURSE WALKS by and Dee lets
out a shrill whistle. She walks over to
him and places an arm about his
shoulder.
"You Dutch darling?" Dee asks.
"Now you've asked me that several
times before, Dee. I'm Irish, not
Dutch," she replies.
"No wonder I don't get along with
you then. The Dutch and the Irish

have been enemies for years," the
nurse jumps as he slaps her across
the bottom. Dee continues, "You
know, I have nothing to complain
about here. Only dadburn thing is
they don't pay the help enough."
DEE DOESN'T know what he will
be doing for Christmas. He has no
wife or children, and does not have
enough money to visit either of his
brothers in Dallas and Florida.
"Perhaps Yvonne or Michelle will
come visit me," he muses softly.
Yvonne and Michelle are two sisters
he raised from babyhood till the time
they were around six years old, as a
favor for their working mother.

Cinema i^BBB*8
DAVID ANTHONY:

IHUASOAY NIGHT IS |
STUO€NT NIGHT !•! j

| HJESOAY NCHt IS
|
FAMILY NIGHT '
I AU AOUI
L(Chil*»«

Take really good care of yourself until I see you next weekend.

■Sb*M0

P.S. I'm trying not to be nervous!

*'

STINTS $1.00'

Glorious.,,

JLM

Shining.

. It n mkkf) that any rMrr
Amman him itta year ««f cierrd Thr r'rmh
Lieutenant i Woman <~ «■• »* n -.*,..
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Tempestuous.

BRING YOUR PROF TO:

A mmanlK bhdtbuiler one a/the most
nrnmcatue moms ol the year hnpeaatty era/led
beautifully mounted ami acted "

HAPPY HOURS

R

TODAY
2:30-5:30
FALCON'S NEST UNION
There will be special
seating tor students and their prots.

mil

AT 7:30 It 9:45pm
SAT. MAT. 2:00pm
SUN. MAT. 2:00* 4:16pm

Side Door will be
open for
dancing

Music provided by WFAL

"Blockbuster Erotic Comedy of t

SEX

urna

ID'S
REQUIRED!

2 For
1 Pizza
MONDAY

AT 7:30 « 9:16pm
It s III.HOTTEST

-_ STAMVM -

(trw
» ill. ill,-

FRI.&
SAT.

,JS»£7
/i"W

ONLY!!

'-Qjq /

WETTEST

li.issrll.l.-^1

VTAMlNlll

Monday, 5 to 7 only at East and South, buy one
pizza and get one free. Not valid with any other
coupons. (Sorry, no delivery. Pick up or eat-In
only.)

RfflKANNR .'*'" >~POTTS
•*" E**"*-*«•"■•<>"'>™"'"'
* **-T
inucifbj* froi. r..tt...... C»k.
1 imIMTHftl II I
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CLA«ZEL
• THEATRE .

EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

SUN4p.m.-1a.m.
MOM-WED 11a.m.-1 a.m.
THURS—FRI 11a.m.-2a.m.
SAT 4p.m.-2a.m.

Beautiful

An .atonnhiwtv tkmiflul film kxwf/y rr^naded by
Karri Reaz HanM hitler and then perhemm
men! \trvep ha> met been mure in command ol
her talent

SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571

JWINSS^
TSISS3H W THF BM/fJty

ITS THE HOTTEST CREW WITH, ——■■■)■
THE WETTEST PASSENGERS! Oflk? HAT ^K
"Blockbuster Erotic J^Bi^^.
pomedy of the Year! ■■■■». ,*•»!, Ann
ID'S REQUIRED!
X - NO ONE UNDER
16 ADMITTED!

-—~~l ~
NO ONE UNDER
<5>
18 ADMITTED!

»«<H~«»-

ALL SEATS ANY TIME

NOW SHOWING!
3rd BIG WEEK!

"RAIDER'S HAS n ALL- THE BEST TWO HOURS OF
PURE ENTERTAINMENT ANYONE IS GONG TO FIND
A BLOCKBUSTER ON THE OROER OF STARWARS
JAWS

ftha
LOSTKKn
AT 7:30 * 8:30pm
SAT. MAT. 2:0Opm
SUN. MAT. 2:00 j 4:00pm

-
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Magazine aims for progressiveness
Anyone who has a special poem
they've written, a story they'd l&e to
share with others, or a piece of art
they'd like to show off, but don't know
where to take them for publication,
Prairie Margins may be the answer.
Prairie Margins is an undergraduate literary magazine that is comprised of poetry, fiction, and art work.
The magazine accepts material from
any undergraduate student, regardless of a person's major.
Originally known as Ink Stone, it

was founded by past faculty advisors
Martha Eckman and Tom Cannay,
who wanted to provide a place where
undergraduate students could exEs themselves through their writThe present faculty advisor is Dr.
irt Early.

of work we publish this year. The
quality hasn't been as high in past
issues, therefore, we are being more
choosy on what we accept for publication. However, this doesn't mean we
are excluding any group or person on
campus from submitting their work."
Anyone interested in submitting
poetry or fiction should have it typed
with name and address included, and
take it to the English Department's
mailroom, 200 University Hall.

THE MAGAZINE'S main objective
this year is to be more "progressive",
Petra Wolfsteller, editor said. "We
are trying to appeal to more minority
groups to submit material to us."
Wolfsteller explains. "We are also
THOSE WISHING to submit art
being more selective about the quality work should have it wrapped in acTh« B.G.S.U. social justice committee'thanks the
University Students and faculty and the following
Greek houses, businesses, and churches for raising more than $1000 for Oxfam-America in the
recent Fast for a world Harvest:

SALE AT
THE SOURCE

Alpha Sigma Phi
Sam B's
Dalta Upsllon
Gray Drugstore
Alpha XI Dalta
Ponderosa
Dalta Tau Dalta
Domino's
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Pizza Inn
Dalta Zata
Kappa Sigma
Alpha Chi Otnaga
Bata Phi Bata
Zata Phi Bata
Sigma Chi Epsilon
Dalta Gamma
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
First United Methodist Church
St. Thomas Moore University Parish

Till Christmas
Moh-FrilO-8
Sat 10 - 6
Phone 352-7444

Money is still coming In. Watch lor the final
total, on bohalf of the hungry of the world,
sincere thanks snd hsppy holidsys!

■H>»-^>=>r{s^«^«^>nr4^j«>^^^fr^

Cash & Carry
SWEETHEART

ROSES

$5.00 Doz

. rOIISETTU
MISTLETOE
CHRISTMAS aiEEKIY
• GIFT ITEMS

FLOWER

IN DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. OFF WOOSTER ST. FacingRRTracks

STUDENT CHRISTMAS
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE
Sunday, December 6th at 7:00 P.M.

First United Methodist Church
1506 E.Wooster Street
a service of carols, scripture, candles and special music
sermon meditation - "A Tale of Two Advents"

especially presented
for BGSU students
Everyone welcome

q PUT A LITTLE "JINGLE" IN YOUR
| POCKET FOR THE HOLIDAYS...
|

3 <£| TRADE IN YOU USED BOOKS FOR
&
*
$$ CASH $$

Dec. 4-11, Friday through Friday
University Bookstore
Student Services Building

Hours:

8:00-5:00 Monday-Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday
I.D.'s Are A Must

HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

etate, and preferably matted. All art
work can be given to Adrion Tio in the
Art Department.
Deadlines for all submissions is
Feb. 15. The magazine is published
once a year, and this year's will be out
sometime during spring quarter.
Prairie Margins generally sells for
1, and is sold in the University Union,
University Bookstore, and University
Hall. It is also distributed to people in
town who are donators to the magazine. All proceeds from the magazine go into the Prairie Margins
account for next year's issue.

Senate saves missile plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
salvaged a limited version of President Ronald Reagan's short-term
basing program for the MX missile
yesterday and endorsed his
planned resurrection of the B-l
bomber as part of a 208.5-billion
military spending bill.
One day after voting to bar the
administration from spending any
of 334 million in MX funds to reinforce silos for the missiles, the
Senate balked at taking out all
funds for interim basing.
LATER, THE SENATORS rejected an amendment to delete 2.4
billion for the first installment of a

For your shopping
convenience...

OPEN SUNDAY
Sunday
1-5 pm
Monday-Friday Evening til 9 pm
Saturday til 5:30 pm

i GIFT i

IWRAPJ

LOBBY

5/WmansJ

fleet of 100 B-l bombers. The
amendment proposed to use 1.8
billion to pay for things like more
soldiers and ammunition and a
speed-up of the proposed Stealth
bomber of the future. The remaining 500 million would have been a
Yesterday's action on the MX put
the Senate in favor of putting the
missiles in existing silos as an
interim measure, but against
spending money to reiiuVce the
silos.
The bill still faces a conference
committtee which will iron out
differences.

Do some late
night studying for finals
at the...

EXAM CRAM
Sunday - Tuesday
11pm-7am
Cardinal Room, Union
Free Coffee and Tea
Doughnuts will be sold
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

You told her you have
your own place.
Now you have to tell your roommates.

♦TWiCI

r 4. INI

31ST ANNIVERSARY SALE!!

In nMRfli
■Bit Mil

SAVE$SAVE$

1981 MERCHANDISE 11 1950 PRICES 11 SAVE ON GIFTS ft TOYS
1000s OF ITEMS ON SALE, TOO NUMEROUS TO LISTI

ALL STORES PARTICIPATING, TOLEDO, PORT CLINTON,
BOWLING GREEN, SOUTHGATE MICH.
MATTEL ELECTtOmC

BASKETBALL

BEE GEES
PHONOGRAPH

WALKING
INCREDIBLE

ROMPER ROOM BIRDS
AND MUSKAL ZOO
rfBird .

DELUXE

FAMOUS CUK PUZZLER
cnoMu

25 PKE1/2 MCH MOVE SOCKT SET, NOP FORKD AliOY SHI
MKHANKS
QUALITY

« vHAIR DRYER
Mfg. by Vanity Fair. U.l. Hit.
Sing-along phonograph.

MM «MV Ml -o. moaa luWM MM
content i« muu - V. WW. r,
M/«. iv. 10/it*, i*'. is/ir. Hi*,
1-7/W*. IV. IS*. IV. 1-13/1t'. r.

HAND rawn »ULL!BS
Hwa>~d o> al ikni poM

5|99

r

sio ist $099

£IA.

HEAVY GAUGE
DROP FORGED
STEEL
GALVANIZED
AGAINST RUST
$25.00 vel.
HOW

$

MOaOaUHBtWAV

HUUFUYSET

Simulated ref whistle.

SAVES
Famous
styllmatlc,"
safe),
contain!
no
asbestos.
mod*
in
U.S.A.

MEN'S & LADIES'
WRIST WATCHES

m

NOW!

STRACO ELECTRONIC

20 PC. IRONSTONE
DISHWARE SETS

,omf

2FOR 5

Fully
assembled
with
ploying instructions. Beat
the computer and the
clock I Shoot and score!

HOW
I
NtW Pey Of 7
SAVE$

—*

6AUCTK MrCtOfaUTS

rwriic-LsrrwiniCSi

25 PC HEAVY DUTY StTIWtRliY GUARANTEE! ONLY

Tmnsrin

£

PHAZER

NOW

B

$099

NOW

!95

tttdMg -T- Dtr«H le.OteW rMcftel. 4
* and it* »nmm. h-*»v out* •***

Sol Mew

No.477. If" 2 » »■
CNWiIrt**,*,
Ite.WM.

FOOTBALL

The phazer gun with loads of actionll Quick assembly, orig.

S099
▼ *f WV

price $12.

fj EA.

FLINTST0NE
TRAIN SET

MATTEL SH0GUN
far cbMrai 1 yn. I sel Al rfnyl
c-. IOM >• W • »4'. Stay
•wo. mmi 1*11 frnlim. SoM
h—iwrmlig.n. »I0.

OF THE PROS

Tfedi Styk' 4 WCHHUMTMG KMFl

FUST
<MMurr

FISHING

NOW
•tod. bdu * ploc*.

>/ffl!

DELUXE 7 PIECE NUT DRIVER SET

-*■ KNIFE!
AW twV

NOW JOgg

$199

BLACK* DECKER
DOUBLE INSULATED

Battery oporatod. E-2 groove.
tnap togothor trock. 2 control
swltchos. 3 ft. long layout.

CIGGY BANK

14'

Mortal "Shogun" vohlcloi.
oiiortad, Including Combatra
tank vohlclo No. 31. many
othor*. Orig. 112.90 to$17.

Lifelike
action
player positions,
tory guarantee.

ARGUS CAMERA

BUCK I DECKER
FINISHING SANDER

(DROP FORGED
(COMBINATION
WRENCHES

Choice

AFX CUSTOM VAN ROAD SET
By Matchbox for ogoi 18
month, ond oldar. Complota
with doctor, num. bad. doctor bog. nun. bog. unit boia
with building and troo.

Lett you deposit
money you would
•pond for ctooret

Giveaway cyaoo
Price! Now *HT

EJ/B In. thru
1 Inch

SNOOPY'S
SCOOTER
SHOOTER

KEEP OUT I

GLOW"
KfROSM
ROOM HEATER

BURGLAR ALARM
SYSTEM KIT

'COIWORT

Gu idanco Toy

SPEED BURNERS SPAGHETTI TWIST

Man

JIG
SAW
$
QUAITZ HANDHELD
SPOTLIGHT
Mounting

■oeel •»•*, MM ITU
Room hsocstor with cotoryK
otjoi uHon. Pkrt many orhm foojrurot. Koopt you

brocket*,

-.^_.^__

wire, etc.

Automatic shutotf.

-*

i

■

i ■ *

large soWction of colon, stylos and

complete.

LARGE SET

LIGHT FIXTURE
rr-ssss-jo

WMM. A™»I-

$399
NewOrJy

SNOW SUITS

SPEAKER
CABINETS
without soeoka
34" high. 13" wide

CLEAR
PLASTIC
SHEETING

mum
U.l. apgrovadl TMs lot can
k* uoad for 13 hra. for loos
thon I cent. 6 seara lights.

warn.
mm

Sown louvnorttfO pipi (pomti),
custom fitted dko and doubter
itorooe area.
SMOG voWe

OUR RIG. $14.95
NOW

3,300 IB. FLOOR
JACK

i ARCTIC INSULATED

$30 Vi

ELECTRONIC BOWLING GAME

, tured tor large chain sice, many sold
for as much at S*$0 00 ea

5lr»OOI-(rUTD0OI
MINIATURE LIGHTS

wr

V4 lack Drive.

fabric in plotdt and solid v Monufoc

HOW

EXTRA

17Pa SOCKET WRENCH SET

IY0UR
CHOKE

UnjI OM. it colon
lb. 30" kxg 10 h
HmnC-aMtr.

Needs no batteries I Exciting
racing system. Fun lor all

HIT. run am raws

•Ratchet
•2 extension bars
•11 sockets
•Flex handle
•Cross bar
•Steel case

J

BACKGAMMON

■ — L- I —

S M39"

JQuoinVpJwMfr. by AMC.otl first
t quotity puWibutton AM rocfcoi umi. tal" tO fSHJeVftJIIOIs.

CHRISTMAS
WRAP

CHALLENGE'

warm ana iMtmmnMtm.

NOW

\mWAIITY SLAT COVERS

Kit include, on. lound activated alarm. 9 Sylvonlo
Mogk Cub... 4 window/door
Mniori 4 trip cord brockati.
4 toggloi. wood (crows and
In.rructloni Included.

SOX Of 12
NOW

Agon 3 to 7. noods no battoriot. Moke. Snoop work and
pofform daredevil stunts.
Real Istlc motorcycle) sound I

KEEPOUT

14"

nrstrmaiuiTOiAwaf^

CRROTMASWrNAMEMTS
HO scale, featuring 2 Ford custom
magno-traction stroot vans. No. 90013.
$40 value.
COMPUTE SET

■uat

i* Triple chrome plated
{• Mirror polished
| • Internationally acclaimed

SHUFFLIE
HOSPITAL
LIVE. IEARN

»/J95

IIIIII

Mirror poWwdt 3/l6'-l/4"-tl/M*3/8"-7/16'-l /?' in vinyl pouch.

UPc.SAEStT

^eo

$

|2FOR 5
Hudson No. 430. Dun
wosher tafo. ovon proof
.•rvici
for
four
whlto/groen bond. No
6534 In brown floral pot

IU IK DCITEKirt Of I HEAL BOwlNK ALLEY RKMTII TOW MM CARTON SEALING
EVEREADY
FLASHLIGHT
AERGIZER

Elactronk scorinf, automatic froma counts.
rotot switch.

TAPE

By Famous Marx Toys!!

NOW

SI25 VoWl

ADULT SLEEPttiG BAGS
100% nylon lining
100% polyoilor fill

WRITE-ON TAPE
Full 34"
x76'
finished MIC

I $995

$76 value.
DtlUXI
L« LKI Me. I7M ■tKBtOM I

TOOL CHEST

SUPER CHIEF
*,+Uf

No. 7323
3-DrtrvtrRfMMr i
No.7S3«

U SOU

HO SCALE ELECTWC TWAIN

3 Rolls
In Pkg.

791^

WHITE GIFT
BOXES
tow, ww prices
PRECIOUS DOLL

tdoal for purs*, outo ond
bock
pockl
Dopondobto
bright clear light, rue-nod
compact styling.
Alfcollno
totter kos
included.
Groat
cold woathor porrormonco.
Ready to run complota and axcHing. Eliciting colorful
•at. goer drlva. wortilng hudHaht Jocomottva. throo
super dotoll cars, giant 33" track clrcla with ra-rollar
tarminal, UL approved powar pack with forward ond reverse throttle end terminals for accessories. Modulor
with oil HO Scale, train..

*****-%*/
ONLY

IT

TV K Ntwi DlllM>ll 4. IMI 7

in»«n» »*»^m^»m»***** IIHHH

Congratulations

MEADOWVIEW COURT
^ APARTMENTS .V

#*

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE

bers work two to three hour shifts
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., counting traffic,
including pedestrians and bicyclists.

During the last few weeks of this
Siuarter. University students could be
ound sitting at off-campus intersections counting cars going by.
They were members of Student
Builders Association, and counting
cars was part of a project being done
for the city of Bowling Green.
The project is intended to determine whether stop signs are necessary at various intersections in the
Clough Street area, Mark Boenker,
president of SBA, said.
Boenker explained that SBA mem-

"WE HAD TO do it on a Tuesday,
Wednesday or Thursday," he said.
"We wanted a very representstive
sampling of normal traffic patterns."
The roads surveyed include the
intersection of Pearl and South
Maple, and eight roads intersecting
with Clough Street, most of then having four-way stop signs.
Dave Barber, city engineer, said
most of those are dead-end streets
and do not have a great deal of traffic
and "are not warranted by the standards set by the Ohio Department of

BG NEWS STAFF

^V

Becky Brooks
Kaihy Coil
Kiihlecn Koshar
Joni Miller
Joe Menzer
Tracy Collins
AlFuchs
Mary Barnes

FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED

"O

by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

and good luck

I Bedroom Apt! 1 Bedroom Apti. EHIctanctot

• all utilities included
except lights
• laundry facilities
available
2)4 Napoleon 3521195

Project determines need for stop signs

eigosheat
• swimming pool
• party room
• game room
• sauna

is proud to
^*
introduce their
newest event. . .

Sue Gargiulo
Carolyn Thomson
Nancy Beach
Alan Szabo
David Whitman
Dale Omori
Ron Hailer
Scon Sleek

David Sigwonh
Marie Cisierino
Kyle Silvers
Linda Perei
Marilyn Rosinski
Chuck Krummel
Joey Magill
Keiih Walihcr

Barber, who initiated the protect,
explained that persons living in the
area of S. Maple St. and Pearl St.
intersection requested that a stop sign
be put in after a young girl was hit by
a car there last summer.
HE EXPLAINED that an average
of 500 vehicles an hour must pass
through an intersection over an eight
hour period to justify a four-way stop
sign.
He explained that the four-way stop
signs were originally put up to reduce
speeding on Clough Street and "stop
signs are not designed for that type of
traffic control."

MM

the PET
EMPORIU

THE
T
WALKAWAY

Transportation."

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
PROUDLY PRESENTS THEIR
1982 OFFICERS

PET SHOP

CHRISTMAS IS
ALIVE AT
PET EMPORIUM !!

it right
tost*
beat.
WALKAWAY with Miami, turksy. popporonl.
Provolona chooao, l«ttuca tomoto. onions on our
fomoui Itollon roll loppod with our own special droning. No coupons valid with this tub.

Finches, Canaries, Parakeets, Parrots.
Tropical Fish and More

OVWU/cfr
352 4643

•

Give a living gift
this Christmas

Delivery
starts at
4:30 p.m.

143
•
I. Woester ..

Oponot 11:30 a.m. Mon.-Sot.,
4:30 on Sun

1011 8. MAIN ST.

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
TREASURER
RECORDER
COORESPONDANT
AlUMNI COORDINATOR
ASSISTANT TREASURER
SOCIAL
RUSH
ASSISTANT RUSH
RITUAL
IFC
PLEDGE TRAINER
ASSIST PLEDGE TRAINER
FACULTY RELATIONS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SCHOLARSHIP
SPORTS
SPIRIT-GREEK EVENTS
HOUSE IMPROVEMENTS
CHRONICLER
CHAPLAIN
WARDENS •

Jeff Rouih
Chris Noble
Jon Lehman
Bob Skowronek
Michael T. Fahrback
Steve Fialko
Denny Dawnemiller
Jud DIVincenzo ft Guy Spiros
Jim Baughman
Dan Babcock
Tony Rinicella
Kevin Bootho
Chris Noble
David Schuler
Andy Martenet
Michael T. Fahrbach
John Lynagh
David Kolby
Delbert Hones
Bob Laslo
Bob Skowronek
Doug Scaife
Andy Dukes 8 Mike Groff

B.G. 362-8469

Financing Available
-^v5>-^«^~^~c>»<^ H

PRsfa^-GfeifciBc

\

H^shrersS-GIadieox

SALE

>^™»Sijl m

SAVE TO 30%

jnnwu—m m 11 »n

mm

Entire stock of Mens and Ladies
Better Traditional Clothing
and Sportswear

rr.WEEKEND SPECIALS
PRIME RIB DINNER
2 FOR $10.99

CHICKEN DINNER
2FOR$7.99

■a

VISA

101 N. Main St.
"Downtown On The 4 Corners"
HRS: MON THRU SAT

10a.m.-5 p.m.
FREE OJFT WHAPMM, OF COUMEI

Dinners include all-you-can-eat salad bar
and choice of potato
GOOD: Fri 4-9. Sat 4-9, Sun 11-9

Luckv

more than a

172* I. WooaUr

WINTER BUY-BACK
TOP PRICES FOR
YOUR BOOKS
$ TOP WHOLESALE PRICES $
FOR BOOKS DISCONTINUED

ATTENTION

Student
Government
Elections
Petition for Candidacy
1. Dates of the election are January M and 11. 1M2.
1 Deadline for petition* 11 January 13. lttt al SMprn
1 Whan the petition is dropped off, a copy of trie campaign rule* will be given out
4. The undargadajaH student must be in good academic standing, and currently enrolled at Rewting Groan State UWversKy

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. rVoojter
Across From Harsrvnan
9-5:30 M-F

9-5 $«t

5 Students naaruag for at-Urae representative, vice^reaedent. and president paatUoaa
muat have completed at Least one full academic year at Bowling Green State University
Term of office ». January B - the end of spring quarter, 1M3
6 Students running for district on and off campus representatives must ba
at least one academic quarter at Bowling Green State University.
The term of off Ice is: January 25 -third week of fall quarter 1 semester 11st
Signatures for petitions may be obtained from people within your district
7 JO out of £ signatures muat valid

» TV BG N«wi Diurtir 4. INI

ClassifiedsI'M 80 EXCITED TO HAVE YOU

Oral, toe* me torwerd to geed UmM wMh

F

Bowing Green AMA Chnamaa Party Dae 4

Congratuahona to Came Crouee on her

' _* MY BK) BROTHER CAUSE I KNOW I

yea *a Qec 10BX Happy HA Har*'e to

■BOmo E Marry eple 362 B6B0

al UPTOWN BAR' 4-8 pm

avapertng A to Lon

DAVE

HAVE THE BESTEBT'i Love you tota Ka*y

yea awMNelll Lara, Baa.

Storage of beae lor wtr q* SmeJtoe Cal
362 7629 tor vaarrraaon

ROCS
■■■fit DEC 4
16 COOKJNQ

YOUR WORST

ENEMY?

TWB4 TMJ8 IB FOR YOU-TX NO HO
OEM.

COOKBOOK FIVE

OOLLAR6

AT

413 B. HALL-OWBAT XMAS OFT
Wood

County Hunan* Soctoty Hobday

baba aria 4 baamv. Bat 10-2 al WMon
AppAance Cantor 123 S Mw. BO

IdinNdM To Ftochoetor NY« nearby
area, ovw Chrabnae break icanlaavaDac
Barter i 00 or any day ana* mat IwB share
al aapanasa PIMM cal Rhonda al 352
2011
Rtoar MMM • S Caktoma Laava 12-0.
•here gas/drMng Cal BB 352-4990
ar Northern VA. Seufltarn PA or any city

LOST AMOFOUNO

PtABONALB
ALPHA

SH3MA

PHI

CONGRATULATES

hate at* gee and Una. FIMM call Mary

Vary important* Judy 354-IS03

17B-APM.

LeM • Whftt laundry Dag and content*

BCRVKCS

naorlpaon on bag a Fetfaroa. Kaanan Hal
Content* ara need
354 1B41

■ found. ptooao oal
ABORTION
TOLL FREE

NEED FBOE FROM BAUTMOREWASH
AREA TO BO ON JAN 2 OR 3 WILL

t a m - 10 p."
1-MM-4M4039.

SHARE ORMNO AND EXPENSES CALL
3S4 1866
Laat Bam. Nav. 14 Men a geld tana
■raaataH at ar an ground* af DHnbar ar
Fianaara. CaB Oayte *-**»*. Oral aam>

Cernarae * Jactor-lIH all

LAUREN OANSEY ON THEM QRAOUA-

AS Breoaa-20% all.

TON

LOCKER ROOM SPORTING QOQOB

HAVE CONTHfBUTED ANO FOR YOUR

BROTHERS
PS
CONGRATULATIONS
TO FALL KAPPA SK3 SPORTS TENNIS

DALE B DEAN: THANKS FOR STICKING IT

LEADERSHIP. HAROWORK ANO DEDICA-

2ND. SOCCER 1 ST ANO HOCKEY 2W

OUT FOR ALMOST TEN WEEKS TARE

TION

BalmtorMa aaadad to and from during X-

THBS JOB
NO MORE 144*1111 THANKS
AGAIN. AL.

THANKS FOR EVERVTHMO YOU

GOOD LUCK IN YOUR FUTURE

ENDEAVORS WITH LOVE. THE BROTHERS

rwewtol veto*. SUBBTAMTlAL RaTWAAO.

Alpha XI FaN PtHa.ii wtoh tne Acthae a
Marry Chrletrrae and a HAPPV NEW
YEAR!I ENJOY!!

aaa break, win help pay tor MI Flaaaa
aall Brio MTBT.
Came Crouee. Jean Snanwai. Lea Grtder
Lon Fane Katy Dye Camy Caaway. Juaa
Taggan Oood kx* to al ol you next quarter
A wel maa Ml ol you a tot' Love. Your Alpha
ttStttora

Lova. ThaBfomar*

CHEER UP BEFORE FINALS DRAG YOU
UNDER! SAT FROM 9:00-? IN THE SIDE

Are you corrang to Tampa VM wavier? Be
aura to atop al THE AGOR>. tor me beet m
rod- Buacft A Florida Avn TJBJBJ PM
Bet* e you put ma alar on our iraa Monday

MUSIC. AND REFRESH-

MENTS. BY THE WAY. THERE AIN'T NO
COVER CHARGE EITHER!

Bocn. Lou I LOV* VOW-How WM your Nral
quart*, ol coeage? Veen. I thought so fust
doni ial Mom 4 Dad

OOOR IS THE PLACE TO 00 FOR HOLIDAY CHEER. WHY? THERE'S A PARTY
WITH DANCING

Love. Jo

Coach Jwtomenke tor al your time A help m
feeding

u*_ U

DZ actrvee-Qooa Luck on Flneto and Happy
Hotdeye We love you1 See ye toraght al me
Chrarnaa Party

our

loolbai

cfamponaNp Love. The AQPV*

mtramurN

DZ love arweya, Vowr

PMdgaa
ESSK1.

QABESJAIlea

MICHAEL

8.) B

Vaarll Good luck on flnalal Who kaaa yeT
We do) The SUM' el A-10.
FootbeNe A baahetballa 40H aft.

FAST and we reafy mean it" Love. rove.
love. Al u* kid* at The New
dear nw^merry .ma Maa* gat payched

All ■wlmaulu 'OH off
LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOODS

ON

Phone 353-9161

PreFtnef Jittera

MEED M. RMTE. FOR WTR. • APR OTRS.
ROCKLEOOE APTA. BTH ST. 2 BDRM, 2

HBLPI

HYPNOSIS Rabnaa A

Improves ConcanPabon Cal 3S2 B777

BATH.

RANDY
Blue eyea

M

RENT

Campua Manor Ph

aooal

362 7366

Hew can you act R when yen

fixr-ahed apartment

3066

Qr-a away fun tor Chneftnaa1 Alan vtoao
game* A caaaatwa

A to Z VKtoo

1021

Ptoeaa cal 352-6062

SATURDAY

WOMT

Rmte

TAKE

IS

YOUR

NO

TIME

BREAK

TO

IN

THE

9 00

ON.

Simple Pleeeuree. Leva Vowr Upper Tana
Satoa, 25% off on at French acarfa A toah

evening* by apoontmont

ING AND REFRESHMENTS. DON'T MWS

3281 Frva atytaa to Mtve you

SIDE

DOOR

FROM

THERE'S A PARTY WITH MUSIC, DANCOUT ON THE OOOD TIMES—A LITTLE

S*»* 25S on warm-wpa A tannla rao-

HEATHER, HEATHER FUN ANO FEATH
ERS YOU'RE THE BEST BIG1 ALPHA

queta.

PHI'S ARE IV LOVE. MARY

Slg Ep Brothere: Oood tuck on Flnalal

Hay Raornte. Only • more daya until

Also, gat reedy tor tha Chrletmae Party'
W* lova you' THE G0lO€t*MEARTS

birthday HmeM Hope Dec. iom la a g/Ml
day tor you. Happy itai'M Love ya. Jenwi.

LOCKER

ROOM

SPORTING

GOODS.

SKJMA CHI PLEDGES Load* ol Luc* nexl
week A bMt wanes for the mernaal

You're the Sole Survw of ma Baal Pledge

Cnfarmaa even

tove

to you al.

your

Cfexa Ever Don) at the BOYS Forget ■

i

apr

qtra

Student to bve-ln. room I board lurnrahed

Warned Smgte or double bed CalJohnaon
362 2936 attar 6 p m
WE THOUGHT WE HAD THE ROOM
RENTED. BUT WE DON'T. 1 bdrm . private
bath,

cook

prtv

washer

tor

MOO mo . 1'4 uM aval Dec 6

ONLY
F pre!

1 M. RMTES. HEEDED FOR WTR OTR.
RENT IS '7A/MO PLUS UTILITIES. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS

710 E

WOOSTER. CALL

SBMT1B.
1

The party time is drawing near

so long leii'm gonna maa ya Wa. but im

or weddmg pew thai I hear'* GueaaVVno?

tookmg forwwd to Nov B"!' you two we a

Jena Brown I know you mual move to

perfect match congrata A good luck love
ya den p s goci) anawer

And what about George' Surely, he *«
1

Stave Lea-Lea. Co-Tret* IIB* SrrvAng For
vou On Dec

12

RMTE

Be Happy And Donl

maa you too Mega Luck' lonry the bast for

Forget Thta* You Laave Behind

my frand) Lova to you-S A Loaar

Love. The C Morator PS Ww Year* Era-

Jenny Baker, Barb Cogen, Cathy Waniel.

Dots Nkce'

Al My

Bart Martel. BHl Marahall, Marty Crombto

SUE AGE

A Scott Marrone. Her*'a to Ihe bee! damn

BEST ROOMIES EVER THANKS' MERRY

PEGAGE 8 KATEAGE. TO THE

lamMy around! Tha Adama' Family la

CMflffiTMAS A HAPPY NEW YEAR-THIS IS

having a party Friday-Be (here* Lore ya

IT! THE YEAR FOR NEW BEGINNINGS'

ell, Mcfe. PS-haa anybody Man Don

ALWAYS S F C LOVE. SHERAQE

HONEY"

MERRY

CHRISTMAS' LOVE YA MARY BETH
JONHuat a note to with you a very Merrv
Chrletmaa. New Yeer and a grMt B-day
taaa,Ba«.
ELLIOT:

HAVE

A

Frazee

New rooma. ctoea to campua. cal

I M rmte needed to snwe apt with 3 other
M a tor Wtr a Spr Otra •esnno

at uM

pd e-capt etec Fumahed Cal Soon M
354 1390
i or 2 F needed Spaoou* duptoa i bat
fromcampu* M16olueeac 352 4245
1 or 2 M rrntoa nMded to share apectoue
fum apt '105 mo no uH wtr A apr. 3524342
HELP WANTED
BABYSITTERS NEEDED

Mnaalyaar

Your re the greeleal*> Happy HokdayS"
Love Jo
SUZ. THIS OUARTER

OTRS

353 1661

Suean Ba A Stove Whet a eatee ataff wa
***•!" One quarter's gone Yes end wa
madeil Mo more deadbnea

I SPR

BRAND NEW. BE

1 M rmto tor either i qar or 2
apto

SnyderT
HI

FOR WTR

HINO OFFENHAUER CALL 352 2443

luya Deughler Ara Ihoae Chnatmu OaUa

Odetol. but
who w« Mien to my contemparara of conaMula* when you're gone?

F

OW-<^MPUS APT

PTa Mu a we reedy and ranng to go
W* I meet you raam the matatoe

HYPNOSIS
362-87 7 7

JOSEPH

I

Houee ai 720 ManvtA* (Ntoa locaBon)
Contact JenMetjger Ph 352 2466

S.gma Nu's gat that Chratnaa cheer

Improva Study HaMa Wim

JENNY.

MOCmo.

353 40U peraatenby

HOSE

AEKDB FAU '77.

wanted. M .

VVooetorSt location 3634621

Wb A Spr Otra m eachanga tor bebywltvtg I bgnt rvjuaekaaptng Cat 354 1024

RELAXATION Will HELP YOU STUDY'
FRMTOALLt

HAPPY BTH
Oe- CHI DAY"

to •here
Cal 362-

RENT CHEAP!
M rmto. needed 710 7th St

Get payched KaSdo'l Love.

hata

353

Ob*

MloVmo

Boalon bound You ara go*kj to have a Brna

STUOY.

Wooator

A Spr

ol your He
Woorjeay

UNION

143 W

tor Wtr

ROGER WEAVER-onfy 23 more day* H

HaaUramtad 143W Wooatei-353 3281
Located nght downtown OpenTrtum AFn

Har UnamBad.

rmto

al

3620302 (12-4) or

M

Love your PTa

NEGOTIABLE

pkjdanta needed to M apta

Reno. Dat.. Jonl-wwiMh* big 22 la arriving

Do you reafy care about your head . and
your neck? So ahow Dam how much at

shopprng convenance

A F

dayt taea, tua.

Revere A W Poo 362 1156

Open Saturday A Sunday lor your

WINTER

CALL TOM AFTER I PM WS-1BM.

Congrautotton* on your Pa* Praatoency

Study lard and maybe you'l get to go
acaVe! Have a vary Merry Chratmaa and get

GAME

'330/Qtr ramrtctodad I3l3tato9t BO

haven't even laamad to ad 21T Yea

payched tor a w*3-n crary winter quarter'-

BASKETBALL

Hatp'F rrnw is) needed for w« A apr Qtra

toa ol rhe aaartar ma Beeti* The bramara
olUgme Nu

batter do eeme growing up laatl Happy S-

a tove-your bto-dobi

MOREHEAO
SAT.

raadad wa A aprtng qp*

Gamma Goobers-Good luck with hneto!

tor watte* quarter a to move Mo the houM

DON'T MISS THE POMMCRETTE'S PtRFORMANCE AT MALFTrME AT THE BO-

ram.

PM Ma'a, Wa ara reedy to make tha laat

DUSTY: Merry Chrlelmaa A Happy New

DEAR LEWI!!!! Gat better RIAL DAMN

AJOE-a* wouw fual Kka to aay mar* you<
For al Via Peng* you do tor ua everyday

The Phi Mu a

7305

gegement We wah both of you good toe*
Love. Your Alpha fa 9a**r*

BEST OF WISHES. WE'LL MISS YOU. THE

ntoht with your caroBng* ThanKa a lot1 Love.

Expert rypng

her an

BUDOHA OOOD LUCK IN CAUFORNIA

OFFEACO

■ was toot naar Uravertfly Vaapa Apia

MUNCHES wfl be provtoed' Spec* Quaal
Appaaranca by Sana, he tae a grit tor you

Fazio on

BROTHER JEFF HENORCKS ANOIX SIS.

otoee by. Can laava aarty Dae. 11. a**
Lost Sat el keys on brown raaoa aprayar

BEER and

WAS FUN, BUT

Trans A ret reouved
Pteaae cal 352 1234 anytime
Claveaand Summer Jobe '4 10 per hour
Coaege Painter*, toe haaovw 70pcarbona
a'liaaata m eitonor houM pambng
vtoa aaaaton* 1pm Setutoey* Dec

Inter
IB A

GREAT

NEXT OUARTER WILL BE EVEN BETTER

26 at 13020 Dra.mor* Catvetond. Oho

CHRISTMAS BREAK. I HOPE YOU HAVE

ApplOPaYjn

FUN WATCHING 'THE ROCKFORO FILES'

SINCE IT'S OUR LAST ONE AS UNOERGRADS. GET READY FOR TRAINING SEA-

(ALONE. STRAIGHT A WITHOUT KOOLAID| DON'T FORGET. TRAINING SEA-

SON-HIGH TIMES. TRIM YOUR TREES

SON BEGINS NEXT OUARTER

CHRISTMAS AHD PROSPEROUS TIME AT
THE WISHING WELL LOVE. JOW

SEE YA

NEXT YEAR! JONI

FOR

JOW: ClSTEFUN-lhe only 'eeeon thai we
are nr-rg a because wa re m COACQC
KATHY

AND CAROL-HAVE

A

VERY

CHRISTMAS* HAVE A

TERRIFIC

THANKS TO THE ADPI'S.

MOB 78. In good rjrjrtdRton Amo eaRng

THE LITTLE SISSES. AND ALL

furnPur*. aka raw. too rvnerou* to m*n-

'75

WHO HELPED

hon

,

LIGHT THE NIOHT''

507 W Wooator. 352-5066 attar 4pm

THE BROTHERS OF
OLD FRATERNITY ROW

Movng Sato HoueehoM A klcrten •ama

you don l neve to gat up aerly' Ttank* lc

Low prices

drjevg rime other Fr«MythOugh Wetoveya

Evea 6-Bcm 263 S Enter-

pnea. BO

Jrjhnraand Annette

The Aiona Xi a would t*e to wah everyone

Km Bratton■ congratuabon* on domg auch

good too on hnala and a Merry Chratmaa

a super job on Ihe Intarnationel Chmtmas
Cetabrebon* II ww a greel tuccesa-Lov*

The Gamma PN Betas would aha to wah

Stereo system 35 wertachanner VG con
OVaon '275 Cal 362 2678 ahar 4pm

Your Alpha Pla SMawa.

ever yon* good tock on hnaa' Have • great
Crvitmas break'

Kka Jaaaa Bhlriey ami Raaban wiah you

The sisters ol ADPi wah tor* ol happiness

Die vary Merrwat Chriaaaaa-Wa tova yowl
Lae-thenka lor aeven A by me way you get

to Sham Agoston aa she transfers to Kenl
Slate Wel maa you

tha top Itoorf Lova you. Sarah

THETA CHI-THETA CW aays

Laa. Pam

Hockey gets olf wrth a 6-2 Crarnpmnah©

Lon Root) Hop* your 2'sl « the ulhrnal*'
Get psyched loi Ren**«■ Carory" A Joyce

Also craft Mama to make beouttful

Chnstmaa grrts For more titormahon cal al

AT OUR LUMINARIA LIGHTING

Kevin K-lt'a cokJ today and ■rani you glad

anyone co«*G wish tor* Lova Opine

Portable sauna bam. pkiga m any-

where. '200 623-3416.

we I mm you' L a L your ADPi SiM«*n

BEST tamry

Ski boot*. 9 1/2 men* Kaber

Maaaag* roaws for spot weight reduction

YOU COME BACH JONI & SUE

MoBrao & Laura

BEST OFFER. MfrSAIS.

Worn 1 >aaaon '50 CM 352 0159'

School Jackets 1IH oH.

■SHINING OEM" TO SHOW US WHEN

Big Carol

BICYCLE FOR SALE. WITH BASKETS.

LOCKER ROOM SPORTINQ QOOOS.

YEAR. KATHY. MAYBE YOU'LL HAVE A

Mernesl Christmas to Ihe

FOR SALE

For sere

Sweaapenta A atarta tOH elf.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW

Kelly Maaghooe you neve tot» ol ton
dumg your Quarter ■> Colorado Hurry back.

44120 (2161 752-6000 WrH* or eel for

IB72 VWf ISuper

Bug. Dependable trana-

aartaimi : Heatw aorta.' •APO

Call SA2-

2764orSS4-tJ13.
FORRENT
For rant 1 room elflc. WtrJBpr. Otra. AH
utU

Theto Chi

paM. 'ISO-mo. '40 oH let month'e

rent. CaH 312-2704 or 3S4-1JIS.

waipver KE

Apt aval after Dec 13 within houee UN

The Wash HouM. 250 N Man

mclud . washer dry*- Landlord wa pay 1 it

Open 24 Houra

of food b* •160-rno 335 Derby SI off 7m
Sl Contact alter 3 pm

To Ma/en

Lynn your* more than a good roommate

Sincerely. Mahmasaan. Ron Huani. Super

CHEAP Fum apta

you re e great mend Happy B-day A have a

An. Mam*w Ha**Ai and noi AOdaaah

new carpeting A other new item* Contact

good K-mas tweak Love ya Slew

to my e* rooma-good luck sharr

'330mo

New rum .

Jrm Aaens 3S2-0P32 710 7th Sl *6

donl

worry 6 mo* ww try' il keep an aye on

COSTUME SHOP RUMMAGE SALE

bubs rarnembar. rJ you do find Parre. make

Theatrical costumes A acceseonee A every-

2704 or 314-1313.

Sure lo bnng him back A a JonCtoude lor

MAUNA GEORGE A LAURIE MCSWEE
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Clean Air Act controversial

People in the News.
KENNETH WENDRICH. Dean
of the College of Musical Arts,
presented a paper on "The Preparation of Professional MusiciansArticulation Between Elementary,
Secondary and Post-Secondary
Training'' at the National Association of Schools of Music Convention
in Dallas, Texas, on November 22.
PATRICIA BUCKWELL, music
education, did a presentation for
the state convention of the Professional Association of Retardation.
The topic was "The Arts for Special Populations," a view of the
arts in an educational setting as
therapy and recreation. The presentation dealt with philosophy of
both therapy and recreation, various techniques and differences
between the two. The convention
was held in Columbus on Nov. 20.
Four faculty members, three administrators and 21 undergraduate
students were tapped today for
membership in the Bowling State
University chapter of Omicron
Delta Kappa national leadership
honor socity.
DR. PETER HUTCHINSON, a
Cessor of economics; DR. STE1LUDD, an assistant professor

Energy,

By Linda Perez
News reporter

of political science; DR. JAMES
SUIXrvAN. an associate professor
of applied statistics and operations
research; and DR. IVAN
TRUSSLER, a professor of music,
were the faculty member selected
for membership.
Administrators chosen were
ZOLA BUFORD, associate registrar and director of records;
THOMAS MISURACA, director of
the University Activities Organization; and DR. RONALD ZWTERLEIN, varsity swimming coach.
The 21 undergraduates, all iuniors or seniors, were chosen on the
basis of excellence in five categories. Those categories are creative
and performing arts; social service, religious activities and campus
!;ovemment; scholarship; athletes; and journalism, speech and
mass media.
The following is a list of students
selected for membership in ODK:
JOYCE OEN. a senior recreation
administration major; ANDREA
GIAMPETRO, a junior economics
major; JUDITH MARK F.I.. a junior English literature major;
CHARLES PONA, a business prelaw and human resource manage-

ment major; MICHAEL MINICHELLO, a junior accounting
major; SHERRY SULLIVAN, a
senior human resource management and labor and industrial major; KAREN KAMPE, a junior
broadcast journalism major;
SCOTT ALLEN, a senior management information systems major;
KATHRYN HOSLER, a senior
fashion merchandising major;
JEFFREY ROUSH, a senior construction technology major; JULIE LANDES, a senior public
relations major; BARBARA
SCOTT, a junior computer science
major; CHRISTINE SKOWRONEK, a senior marketing and interpersonal and public
communications major; LORI
JONES, a senior public relations
and magazine journalism major;
RICHARD REEDER, a junior accounting major; ELIZABETH
MONNOT, a junior chemistry ma
jor; USA PETROVICH, a junior
accounting and management major; SCOTT SMITH, a criminal
justice major; ROBERT NAGY, a
junior health care administration
major; DENISE BOSTDORFF, a
senior comprehensive communications major; LAURI NICHOLS, a
senior communications major.

from p»g« 1

a.m. and 2 p.m. "If we can do any"The subject of energy consciousthing to reduce electricity demand ness is brought up every month at our
during
those hours, it really would meeting. It^ our job to help in this
help, ,rCobb said.
area because there is a great potential for savings," Hayward said.
ROBERT HAYWARD, director of
"They are instructed that when
custodial and grounds services, said they leave a room when they finish
his 180 employees are instructed to be working in it to turn out the lights. The
electricity-conscience.
awareness of energy conservation is

CONGRATULATIONS

something that is relatively new over
the last few years so people must be
reminded until it becomes second
nature," he said.
"The object is not to take away
anything from anyone, it's just to
eliminate waste,"Frank Finch, energy management supervisor and a
task force member, said.
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bill, more than doubles the allowable amount of nitrogen oxide, a
leading cause of add rain, of which
Ohio is a major contribute!".
Currently, Ohio does not experience acid rain's effects, as much of
it is swept by air currents into New
York and Canada, Jenkins said.
"It's hard to get people to do
anything about it (acid rain) because they can't see what it does.
All we can see is car and building
corrosion," Jenkins said.

The re-authorization of the Clean
Air Act is expected to engender
controversy in the 97th Congress
this year.
The act, last amended in 1977,
allows the Environmental Protection Agency to monitor a pollutant
standard index for business, industry, and utilities, for the expressed
purpose of promoting public health
and welfare.
"BUT IN CANADA and New
It also enpowers the EPA to
York, they're seeing the fish die
direct states to establish programs
and the water being poisoned with
meeting these standards by a cerlead. Not only this , but acid rain
tain deadline. Costs are not considered in setting these standards, so
as to provide an adequate margin
of safety that will protect every'It's hard to get people
one, including the most susceptible
to do anything about it
groups in the population: the
young, the elderly, and those with
(acid rain) because they
respiratory ailments.
can't see what it does.'
Business, concerned with the
costs of installing pollution deMeg Jenkins
vices, has been more vocal under
President Ronald Reagan's administration in its efforts to amend the
Act, Meg Jenkins, an environmentalist intern at the Northwest Ohio
has been linked with stunting crops
Lung Association, said. More speand acts to bring solid particles
cifically, business favors increasinto the lungs, which cause major
ing allowable emissions by SO
respiratory illnesses."
Krcent and lengthening the deadToledo Edison explained its posies by which states must meet the
tion on the Gean Air Act as similar
established standards.
to that of the electric industry as a
whole, according to a spokesman
TWO BILLS in particular are
for the utility.
under fire by supporters of the
Clean Air Act, Jenkins said.
While they acknowledge the vaThe Broyhill bill contains a paslue of clean air, they believe the
sage that favors permitting the air
costs imposed by the Act are out of
quality in 90 percent of the United
proportion with the benefits, and
States to decrease until it reaches
that a "profound decline" in nathe levels allowed in our most
tional productivity has been the
polluted cities.
result. They favor a cost-benefit
A second bill, the Traxler-Hillis
analysis to be made by the EPA.

SALE AT
THESOURCE
Till Christmas
Mon - Frl 10 - 8
Sat 10 - 6
Phone 352-7444

Spokesmen for Columbia Gas
and Owens-Illinois also said their
companies favor such an analysis,
but the spokesman for Owens-Illinois conceded that the company
did not agree with certain amendments that have been proposed for
the Clean Air Act.
The Chairman of the Board for
the company, Edwin Dodd, serves
on the National Commission on Air
Quality, the only member with an
industrial background on a panel of
13.
JENKINS countered that business is far too concerned with set
short-term costs, as opposed to
such long-run costs as health care
and the neutralization of acidic
lakes, which tend to progressively
increase.
She defended the effectiveness of
the act by quoting statistics from a
1978 study by the National Council
on Air Quality, which indicates that
sulfur emissions have fallen by 20
percent and carbon oxides by 33
percent, in addition to an increase
of seven percent in solid particles,
which causes or aggravates existing respiratory ailments.
A 1978 report of the President's
Council on Environmental Quality
also indicates that 14,000 lives, as
well as $21 billion in health and
property, were saved by the act.
"So the situation is that we've got
an admittedly effective act, but it's
in danger. I know when I talk to
kids in schools that they want to do
something about pollution, which
has been getting a lot of media
coverage lately due to the acid rain
controversy," Jenkins said. "But
it's up to the adults to do something
about this situation. We're the ones
that have the power."
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to street gangs,
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Whal dropouts can do to
cassette recordings is criminal
Dropouts are the annoying
moments ot signal loss that steal
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your music
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gineered to help eliminate
dropouts
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Sports
Falcons hope to soar
over visiting Eagles
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor
So far this season, Bowling Green's
men's basketball team has been rebounding better than last year, pulling down 118 caroms in the first three
games as opposed to 90 for its opponents.
But tomorrow at 3 p.m., the Falcons
will get their first true test at rebounding - from a tough loss, that is when BG hosts Morehead State in a
non-conference game in Anderson
Arena.
It will not be an easy task for the 1-2
Falcons, who are hoping to bounce
back from an 81-71 home-opening loss
to Wright State, Wednesday night. It
was BG's first loss in a home-opener
in six years and just the third time in
27 years that BGhas failed to win its
opener at home.
Morehead State comes into the
game boasting a 2-0 record, including
a one-point win over highly regarded
Cleveland State. Coach Wayne Martin
has 10 lettermen back from last
fear's 11-15 squad that defeated the
alcons, 75-70.
THE EAGLES ALSO have a talented transfer from Iowa State in 6-2
guard Guy Minnifield. Morehead's
strength is in the backcourt, where
Minnifield was good enough to beat
out Norris Beckley, who started last
year and averaged 1! points per
game.
Beckley still figures to see a lot of
playing time behind Minnifield and 63 Glenn Napier, who led the team in
scoring a year ago with a 14.7 ppg
average.
"They like to run, and they're big,"
BG coach John Weinert said. "They
press a little bit, but not like Wright
State. They played very well against
us last year.
It was just before last year's game
with Morehead when BG s Colin Irish
first hurt his knee, an injury that still
plagues him today. Irish saw plenty of
action against Wright State, playing
33 minutes and scoring 10 points.
We played Colin a little longer than
maybe we should have against Wright
State because we're seeing just what
we're going to do - whether he's going
to play the rest of this season or sit out
a year," Weinert said. "We've only
got three games left to decide, so
we've got to see what he can do. It's a

decision we'll make with his mother
and father and him.
"HE'S ONLY HAD three full practices, so we have to decide whether it
is his knee or (a lack of) conditioning.
I asked (trainer) Denny Corbin after
the (Wright State) game and he said
that he felt it was a combination of the
knee not being totally healed and his
conditioning not being where it should
be because of all the practices he
missed."
Irish will probably see plenty of
playing time again tomorrow, but the
rest ofBG's lineup will not necessarily be the same as against WSU,
according to Weinert.
"We have never put a lot of emphasis on non-conference games. We
don't like to lose, but what we're
trying to do is find a line-up and get
ready for the conference season,"
Weinert said.
A bigger lineup might be needed to
combat the Eagles, who are led inside
by 6-6 Eddie Childress and 6-11 Jeff
Tipton. Tipton doesn't always start,
but usually plays a good part of the
game.
WEINERT STARTED the 6-6 Irish
and 6-5 David Jenkins at forwards
against Wright State, as well as 5-9
David Greer and 6-2 Marcus Newbern
at guards and 6-5 John Flowers at
center.
Even though he only played two
minutes against WSU, the play of 6-8
freshman forward Joe Harrison was
encouraging, according to Weinert.
"I thought Joe played very well. We
hope to play him more and more, but
we want to bring him along slowly,"
Weinert said. "By the time the conference season rolls around, we hope
he'U be ready to play."
Weinert also said that he feels the
Falcon offense has been too outsideoriented thus far this season.
"One of our goals at the start of the
year was to get the ball inside more
and, if you look at our stats, most of
our scoring is coming from the guard
positions right now, he said.
The Falcons have been improving
in the rebounding department, but a
rash of turnovers has taken its toll.
BG has committed 68 turnovers to
just 39 for its opponents.
Newbern continues to lead the team
in scoring, averaging 21.3 points per
fame, while Greer is close behind at
7.7. Irish (13.0) and Jenkins (10.3)
are also averaging in double figures.

staff photo by Dean Koepflar
Bowling Green point guard David Greer leads the Falcons up the floor in action from Wednesday's 81-71 loss to
Wright State.

Christmas spirit

Holiday brings O'Brian's best
by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter
Christmas is a bountiful time for Dave O'Brian. Despite
the trials and struggles throughout the remainder of the
hockey season, O'Brian has shined brightly during the
holidays during his two seasons as a Falcon.
As a freshman last season, O'Brian struggled early in
the season. But once the holidays came around, he
began putting the puck into the net. The same seems to
be true this season. After wrestling with himself over
positional changes early in the year, O'Brian has once
again used the holiday season as a time to emerge as a
scoring threat.
"I'm not sure, it's probably pretty coincidental that I
play better at this time of the year," O'Brian said. "It's
when you are getting past the frustration period at the
initial part of the season, and the goals start to come."
The scoring came easily for O'Brian when he played
junior hockey in his hometown of Kitchener, Ont. In his
final season as a junior, O'Brian had 55 points on 25
goals and 30 assists. As a center, he was the playmaker.
When he came to Bowline Green, a team rich with
centers, O'Brian was moved to left wing, marking the
first of many transitions lie would face as a Falcon.
"I had a hard time adjusting to the change when I
first got here," he said. ''It was hard getting used to
playing different positions, with different people.
'W THE TIME the holiday games came around, I
was starting to feel much more comfortable, playing
with John Samanski and Chris Guertin. We were
gaining the coach's confidence."
O'Brian scored two goals against Clarkson on
Thanksgiving, and added a goal and an assist the
following night. He scored his fourth goal against
Boston University at the Colonial Classic in Hartford,
but was moved to defense just afterward. Although he
scored a goal in his first game as a defenseman, he was
not to score again in the season.
"It was hard adjusting to the change," O'Brian said.
"I didn't feel I was contributing to the team. To be in the
limelight as a junior, then not to score at all, was really
hard to take mentally. But I wanted to play hockey, so I
would play anywhere Coach York wanted me to.
O'Brian spent the summer preparing to play defense,
but injuries to three top forwards early in the season
meant that another switch had to be made. Four weeks
ago, O'Brian moved back to the offense.

Dave O'Brian

photo by Jeff Flllppi

"I was happy to be moved back up," he said. "I
realized it would take a re-adjustment. It took harder
work than I thought - it was hard to get keyed up. It
takes a while to get confidence with two other players,
and in the play of the line. Ninety percent of the game of

hockey is mental. Without the confidence, you won't see
the openings to score.
"CHANGING POSITIONS is very difficult, because
you are playing two different aspects of the game. On
defense, your job is to keep the opposing player on the
boards. On offense, you are supposed to cause as much
havoc as you can in their zone. It really takes a different
kind of attitude."
O'Brian struggled in his first five games on offense,
netting just one assist, despite putting constant pressure on the goal. He reached a low point in the first
game of a series against Western Michigan. Two
dumb" penalties put him in the penalty box and
York's doghouse, as the Broncos usea both power play
opportunities to come back from a 4-2 deficit late in the
game, sending the contest into overtime. BG eventually
won the game, and O'Brian's mental regrouping has
helped the Falcons win every game since.
"I felt my back was against the wall," he said. "I
knew I had to work harder. I had to use my attributes
more - my size and my speed. Coach Wilkinson told me
to shoot more, and that helped.
"When you're down, things seem to get worse. Just
like when a team is losing and it seems that things just
keep going bad. When a team is winning, you're going to
keep winning because the players feel more confident.
The same goes for an individual; if you're scoring, it's
an inner confidence that you will keep scoring."
LIKE THE TEAM, O'Brian began playing with more
confidence the night after those two costly penalties,
scoring two goals in a 10-5 victory, and scoring two
more goals in last weekend's sweep of Vermont.
O'Brian credits his improved confidence to the players
playing around him.
"I am really confident with our line," O'Brian said.
"Danny (Kane) is really starting to get his confidence,
like I am. Perry Braun is a very good player, and he is
very confident. That confidence has rubbed off on us."
It is no coincidence that the line has scored nine goals
and 10 assists in the four games Braun has played since
returning from a knee injury.
With things starting to gel for O'Brian once again
during the holiday season, he is now looking for a
Christmas gift in return for the scoring output he has
provided.
"I want to score at home," he said. "I seem to play
better on the road -1 have only scored once at home. I
haven't even been able to score any garbage goals off
deflections."
With three games at home in the next three weeks, it
seems inevitable that O'Brian will take advantage of
his yuletide knack for turning on the red light behind
those unfortunate goaltenders.

Lady cagers
travel to
Invitational

by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter
Bowling Green's women's basketball team faces its first tournament
action of the young season when the
Falcons travel to Adrian, Mich., to
play in the Adrian tournament, today
and tomorrow.
For BG, it will mark the first time
that the Falcons have participated in
the tourney. In addition to BG and
Adrian, Taylor University and last
year's defending tournament champion, Lewis, will also be participating.
The Falcons, 2-1, are coming off one
of their most impressive wins of the
season, last Tuesday, against Wayne
State in Detroit. In that game, BG
rallied from an 11-point deficit to
overtake the Tarters for a 73-69 victory.
BG opened the season with an 88-65
win over Indiana Tech, but dropped a
63-48 decision to Detroitin their second game.
The Falcons open the tournament
today with a 6 p.m. contest against
Adrian, a team BG defeated at home
last season, 68-55. BG coach Kathy
Bole watched Adrian play Toledo last
Wednesday at UT, in a game won by
the Rockets.
"They (Adrian) didn't look as good
as they did last year," Bole said. "But
they will be back on their home court
and that always is a difference when
playing in front of the home crowd."
Bole said the Falcons were able to
practice only one day since their win
over the Tarters. The completion of
the renovation of Anderson Arena has
kept practice sessions on the court to
a minimum, Bole said.
However, Bole said that the one day
of rest will probably aid the team
going into this weekend's games.
"We were able to do some shooting
drills and work on some other things
that we're still a little weak in" Bole
said.
The Falcons have been paced offensively by junior guards Deanne Knoblauch and Melissa Chase, center Sue
Pokelsek, forward Chris Tuttle and
guard Cary McGehee, who has been
outstanding coming off the bench.
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Press box accommodations
key MAC grid enjoyment

Red-hot icers to face
stiff test in Spartans

While the Toledo Rocket football
team is busily preparing for its
upcoming California Bowl same with
San Jose State, the rest of the MidAmerican Conference schools have
put football to rest for a season.
And that includes putting into
mothballs all those elaborate
pressbox facilities, which can make
or break a football game, at least
from the reporter's standpoint.
That pressbox food, which ranges
anywhere from cold hot dogs to roast
beef, turkey and ham with all the
trimmings depending on where you're
at in the MAC, coula turn a
cliffhanger of a ballgame into a major
disappointment, or make a boring 28-0
rout the most exciting contest ofthe
season.
Another important aspect of
[iressbox accommodations is the
ocation of your seat. If you're located
within two seats of a radio or
television station in either direction,
forget about maintaining sanity.

v
ORK SAID that the team will also
be incensed because two of BG s three
league losses have come to the MSU.

by Tracy Collins
New« staff reporter
Five weeks ago, Bowling Green's
hockey team entered Its series
against Michigan State in the midst of
the worst losing streak in Falcon
history. The result: the Spartans
added to that streak with a series
sweep.
Much has changed in the subsequent five weeks, and the Falcons are
now on a six-game winning streak, the
longest of its kind in the nation, as
they prepare for another home-andaway series with the Spartans. The
series opens tonight at Munn Arena in
East Lansing, and the two teams will
return to the ice tomorrow night for a
7:30p.m. faceoff at the Ice Arena.
BG takes a 6-7-1 overall record into
the series, and owns a 4-3-1 mark in
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association. Michigan State is the coleader in the conference, with a 7-2-1
mark overall and in the CCHA. The
Spartans are also ranked fifth in the
nation.
The Spartans have done a complete
turnaround this season under former
BG mentor Ron Mason. MSU, led by
goaltender Ron Scott, considered by
most to be the top goalie in the nation,
has proven itself to be a legitimate
contender for the CCHA crown, after
going 12-22-2 last season.

For the first time since Perry
Braun fell with a knee injury against
Wisconsin, York will be able to skate
all of his top forwards. He said the
injuries gave him a chance to juggle
his lines to find his best pairings, and
that the experiments are now paying
off.
, ,
"It was like a silver lining to a cloud
with those injuries," York said. "It
gave lines like (Nick) Bandescu's
more ice time, and they have really
played well. We are now faced with a
problem of not knowing which line to
put out on the ice if we need a goal,
because they are all so strong. That is
a problem I don't mind having."

York said he *ill field four regular
lines for the series. Those lines will
have Brian Hills centering George
McPhee and Peter Wilson; Dan Kane
centering the Falcons hottest line,
with Dave O'Brian and Braun at
wings; Bandescu centering George
Roll and Andre Latreille; and
Samanski returning to lead Kim Collins and Hack. Chris Guertin will
dress as BG's extra wing.
The Falcons will continue to skate
five defensemen, led by co-captain
Brian MacLellan, Mike Pikul, Barry
Mills, Garry Galley and Wayne WilTHEY WILL BE facing a Falcon son. Mike David will start in goal for
team that is also on the rebound, and both games, York said.
a team which is healthy for the first
BG IS IN the heart of its league
time in 11 games. John Samanski and
Tim Hack will be back in the lineup, schedule, and will not play another
with Hack coming back from a knee non-league contest until February.
injury, and Samanski recovering After the Michigan State series, the
Falcons will travel to Columbus to
from a sprained wrist.
Falcon coach Jerry York said the take on Ohio State, before returning
main difference in his team compared home for a series with Miami. York
to the last time the two squads met is said all games will be crucial, and the
team will not be able to take any of the
thai BG is now confident.
"We are confident, because we opponents for granted if they expect
have won some games," York said. to continue their winning ways.
"We're capable of beating all three
"We've been a good club right from
day one. There have been no radical teams, but they have all shown in the
past
that they can beat us," York
changes in us from when we were
struggling. Losing doesn't require a said. "Ohio State got off to a slow
start, but they always give us trouble,
lot of excuses, nor does winning.
"The week of practice has been especially at their rink.
Miami is sort of a well-kept secret,
exceptional, and I think that's what
winning does for athletes. We can because they have a good hockey
guarantee that we will work very program. We were in a Ufe-and-death
hard and, coming off the wins, we can situation when we played them last
guarantee that we will play well. But year, and they gave us two close
we also realize that we are playing the games. They are definitely no secret
league leaders, and they are a very to myself or my players, and we will
have to continue playing well."
fine and solid club."

Sports briefS'
CINCINNATI (AP) - Fans have tions and his performance during
voted second-year offensive tackle games, the club said.
Munoz becomes the Bengals' candiAnthony Munoz as the Cincinnati
date for National Football League
Bengals' Man of the Year for 1981.
Munoz was selected for his work Man of the Year. Cincinnati quarwith charitable and youth organiza- terback Ken Anderson won in 1975.

TAKE NORTHERN Illinois, for
instance. NIU offered the worst of
everything. For starters, the Huskie
gressbox was guarded like a fortress,
od forbid if any of those
photographers would get into the box
and eat a hot dog.
The seating arrangements weren't
exactly to my liking, either. As if
having radio stations to both my left
and right weren't bad enough, the
NIU student newspaper had two
reporters nearby that let out a holler
every time the Huskies snapped the
ball.
The whole Northern ordeal could
have been salvaged, however, if the
hot dogs at halftune had not been
placedon concrete buns.
But I shouldn't dwell on one
disappointing pressbox experience.

Sideline'
Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor
There were too many others this
season that were thoroughly
enjoyable.
Who could forget the lavish spread
of meat and cheeses at Eastern
Michigan, the delectable dogs at Ball
State or the piping hot chili dogs right
here in Doyt Perry Field's pressbox.
OF COURSE, Michigan State isn't a
MAC school, but this column wouldn't
be complete if their offering of soups,
dogs, turkey, assorted cookies and
brownies, relish trays and apples
weren't mentioned.
Actually, when the season started I
knew nothing of pressbox food. I
didn't expect any nor did I suspect
that I would learn to love it. Covering
football games as completely and
accurately as possible was all that
was on my mind. Heck, the only free
thing I had ever received at a sporting
event was a lukewarm Pepsi in
between periods at BG's hockey
games. '
But that was before that first
lukewarm hot dog at Ohio University.
I was perfectly content with the hot
dog and pop scene...until the following
week, when I was spoiled by Michigan
State.
Then I became a pressbox
connoisseur. If the dogs weren't just
right or the food wasn t out before
gametime, I became a bit edgy.
Too bad football season is nine
months away. I just found out that all
I get at basketball games is a Pepsi. It
does have ice in it, though.

Cavs to retain Delaney
photo by Ron Hagler
Falcon gymnast Jill Slomsky practices her balance beam routine.

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - The
Cleveland Cavaliers have backed up
K" ins to replace embattled Coach Don
laney until at least early next
week, despite a losing streak of seven
games and losses in 11 of 12 contests.

Negotiations with former Atlanta
Hawks Coach Hubie Brown to take
over the faltering Cavaliers were
described as promising by team
owner Ted Stepien, but no coaching
change is expected right away.

Gymnasts set to open against EMU, BSU
by Kermit Rowe
News reporter
There are some changes this year in
Bowling Green's gymnastics program, but the Falcons should again be
blessed with an abundance of talent.
The Falcon gymnasts open their
season at noon, tomorrow, with a trimeet against Eastern Michigan and
Ball State in Eppler South.
"This is our strongest team ever,"
said Chuck Simpson, who will be
entering his eighth year of coaching
BG's team. "Of course, this is provided that we stay healthy and don't
fall off the equipment."

FALCON SPORTS

Keep in mind that this is coming set records with scores of 9.15 in the
from a head coach who boasts a floor exercise and 34.95 in the allcareer record at BG of 68-15-1 for a around category during the 1981 camwinning percentage of .819. Simpson paign.
Sophomore Laurie Garee is also
has seen nis share of talent and winreturning with a long list of impresning, to say the least.
On paper, Simpson has every rea- sive finishes.
Also returning for BG will be senior
son to be optimistic about this year's
squad. It is anchored by the return of Mary Pfister, who was third on last
the top four all-around scoring gym- year's squad with a 33.80 all-around
nasts from last year's 8-4 team, which score, senior captain Karin Kemper,
placed second in the MAC tournament who finished fourth last year with a
and third in the OA1SW State 33.05 all-around score, junior Katie
Greaser (sixth in last year's allChampionship.
HEADING THE LIST of returnees around with a 31.70), and sophomore
is BG record holder Dawn Boyle, who Mary Anne Kruppa, who was the only

I •

regional finalist on last year's squad,
finshing sixth in Midwest AIAW regional floor exercises with scores of
8.85 and 9.05.
THE CHANGES IN the program
come mainly in two areas - personnel
and post-season play.
Under personnel, freshmen Jill
Slomsky, Cindy Moore and Cathy
White will add depth and competition
to an already personnel-wise sound
Falcon program.
"Our biggest problem right now is
getting healthy for Saturday," Simpson said yesterday. "We have a lot of
little nagging injuries right now."

UBLEHEADER

Saturday 3 p.m.
Saturday 7:30 p.m.
Basketball vs Morehead State
Hockey vs Michigan State
Tickets for both games available at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office or at thegate.

FALCON FRENZY THIS SATURDAY!!!

CASH

CASH

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS
BRING "EM TO:.^->-^~«-»

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER ST.
DON'T BE LEFT OUTl Order your 1982 KEY
at the low price of only $ 13.95.
The price will go up on January 1.
HURRY and call 372-0086 or stop in the
KEY office at 310 Student Services TODAY.
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